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March 29, 1989 II 

DRAFT - FOR DISCUSSION ONLY - - NOT FOR QUOTATION 

A Mechanis m for Initiativ e s in Jewis h Educ ation 

s . Fox & A. Hochs tein 

I • BACKGROUND 

Between August and December 1988, the Commission on Jewish 
Education in North America engaged in a decision-making process 
aimed at identifying those areas where i ntervention could 
significantly affect the impact of Jewish education in North 
America. 

A wide variety of possible options were considered . The 
Commission opted for focusing its work initially on two topics: 

1 . Dealing with the shortage of qualified personnel for 
Jewish education; and 

2. Dealing with the community 
leadership and funding, as keys to 
improvements in Jewish education. 

its structures, 
across-the-board 

At the same time, many commissioners urged that work also be 
undertaken in various programmatic areas (e.g . early childhood, 
informal education, programs for college students, day schools, 
supplementary schools). 

II. THE CHALLENGE 

The wide consensus among commissioners on the importance of 
dealing with personnel and the community did not a lleviate the 
concern expressed by some as to whether ways can be found to 
s ignificantly improve the situation in these two areas . Indeed, 
a number of commissioners s .uggested that agreement that these 
areas were in need of improvement has existed for a long time 
among educators and community leaders. Ideas have been 
suggested ; articles have been written; conferences have been 
held; some programs have been tried. Yet significant improvement 
has not come about . Some claim that we seem to know what the 
problems are, but have not yet devised a workable strategy for 
addressing them effectively in the field. 
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The challenge now facing the Commission is to develop creative , 
effective and feasible approaches for dealing with the topics at 
h and (personnel, the community - and later programmatic options) 
and to launch t he process that will bring across-the - board 
improvement and change. 

III . SOME UNDERLYING ASSUMPTION 

1. To respond to the above challenge it is necessary to 
demonstrate that the personnel and community options can indeed 
be acted upon in the comprehensive manner that they were 
formulated. For personnel this involves recruitment, training, 
retention and profession-buildin g. For the community this 
involves recruiting outstanding leadership, changing the climate 
and generating significant additional funding. 

2. It is difficult to meet this challenge on the national level 
because it is too complex and too vast. 

3 . On the other hand there is good 
could be undertaken on the local 
reasons: 

cause 
level, 

to believe that it 
for the following 

a . much of educat ion takes place only on the local level 

b. the scope of a local undertaking that would be comprehensive 
could be manageable. There is sufficient energy and there are 
enough people to undertake such a project. 

c . The results of a local undertaking would be tangible and 
visible and could generate interest and reactions that might lead 
to a national debate on the important issues of Jewish education . 

d. a local project could be managed in a hands- on manner . 
Therefore it could be constantly improved and fine-tuned. 

e . there are ideas and programs (best practice) that if brought 
together, integrated and implemented in one site could h ave 
significantly greater impact t han they have today when 
implementation is fragmented . The whole is greater than the sum 
of its parts. 

f. visions 
experimented 

of Jewish education 
with in a limited and 

could be translated 
manageable way. 

a nd 

g . national institutions and organizations could be mobilized 
for such experimental programs. They would view this as an 

2 
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opportunity to test and develop new concept ions for Jewish 
education . 

h. people could be recruited and mobilized for tangible local 
demonstr ations . The pool could be expanded to include - in 
addition to the current cadre of outstanding educators: 

1. Rabbis 
2 . Scholars of Judaica (Twersky , etc) 
3 . Federation executives 
4 . Jewish scholars in the humaniti es and sciences ( Schefler, 

Schon, Lipsett, Ginzburg, etc ... ) 

4 . Local sites could be networked f or greater impact . 

5 . Working on the local scene could take advantage of working 
both from the "bottom-up" and from the " top- down " . 

IV. BRINGING ABOUT CHANGE 

A. From Op tions to Community Action sites 

The t heoretical basis for undertaking the personnel and community 
options has been debated by commissioners, staff and outside 
experts . Though the deliberation will continue throughout, the 
Commission decided the time has come to deal with the translation 
of these options into programs and projects. 

A number of assumptions have guided our work as we have begun to 
consider implementation: 

1. The community and personnel options are interrelated and a 
joint s t rategy involving both must be devised . Indeed, dedicated 
and qualified personnel is likely to affect the attitude of 
community leaders towards education. Similarly, if the community 
ranks education high on its list of priorities , more outstanding 
personnel is likely to be attracted to the field . 

2. Dealing effectively with the personnel issue will probably 
require a compreh ensive approach : recruitment, training, 
profession- building and retention will all have to be dealt with 
simultaneously . 

3 . In addition to the complex 
interventions required by ( 1) a nd 
time necessary to introduce change 
This wi ll require deciding on a n 
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short, medium and long-term results. 
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4. All key stakeholders will need to be appropriately involved 
from the very beginning of this process. This includes 
commissioners, national organizations and institutions, local 
organizations and institutions, professionals (local and 
national), and funding sources. 

5 . Significant questions concerning innovation and 
implementation of the two enabling options - and of the 
programmatic options when they will be addressed - can only be 
resolved in real-life situations, through the dynamics of 
thinking for implementation, and in the actual act of 
implementing. 

4 
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6 . For all these reasons , we suggest that the Commis sion 
work with communities that wish to become Community Action 
Sites where we can deal with the community and personnel 
options . 

7 . By Community Action Site we mean a site (a community, a 
network of institutions, one major institution, etc . ) where some 
of the best ideas and programs in Jewish education would be 
initiated i n as comprehensive a for m as possible . It would be a 
site where the ideas and programs t hat have succeeded, as well as 
new ideas and experimental progr ams, would be undertaken . Work 
at this site will be guided by a vision of what Jewish education 
at its best can be . 

9 . The assumption implicit in the suggestion of a Community 
Action Site is that other communiti es would be able to see what a 
successful approach to the community and personnel options could 
be like , and would be inspired to apply the lessons learned to 
their programs, in their own communities . 

B. From communi ty Action Sit e s t o a Mechanism f o r 
Initiatives in Jewish Educati on 

1 . As community Action Sites were being considered, a number 
of questions and issues related to their implementation arose : 

2. Implicit in the notions of change, innovation, new 
initiatives, demonstration, is the assumption that one knows what 
should and can be changed and demonstrated. However, at this time 
some of what should and can be changed, innovated, demonstrated 
in Jewish education needs to be developed or created . 

3 . Programs for implementation are seldom successful when they 
are " top-down II programs. Communities must play a major role in 
the initiation of ~he idea, they must be full partners in the 
design of programs and in their i mplementation. 

4. Numerous questions need to be addressed in considering the 
Community Action Sites approach : Who will undertake the strategic 
thinking? Who will plan and ensure that the standards and goals 
of the Commission are maintai ned? Who will actively accompany 
the ideas t hrough their stages of development and implementation? 
Who will deal with the u nresolved issues as they arise in 
implementation? Who will see that things work, and that they 
can be rep licat ed? Who wil l consider issues of change and 
replication of change throughout the universe of Jewish 
education? 

5 
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5. A strong case exists for init iati ng ch~nge through Community 
Action Sites . However, as the above issues were being 
considered by the staff - - in extensive consultation with experts 
- - it became clear that a means, a mechanism, is needed to deal 
with Community Action Sites. A way to mediate between ideas and 
implementation needs to be devised . 

6 . The possible role of this mechanism can be illustrated by way 
of an analogy borrowed from industry : the mechanism will be 
analogous to the unit that designs , develops and builds the 
prototype of a new product, improving upon it until that product 
works . When problems and issues ari se during the process of 
constructing the prototype, they are dealt with and resolved in 
the unit . Lessons learned from implementation are absorbed and 
used to change, adapt and modify the product ; the product is 
adapted to specific local needs, etc. 

7 . It is therefore suggested that a mechanism for 
implementation be created to be called (for lack of a better name 
at this time) the mechanism f o r "Ini t i ati ves in Jewish Education" 
( IJE) . 

IV. THE MECHANISM FOR I NITI ATI VES IN JEWISH EDUCATI ON (IJE) 

A. The Mission 

1 . The IJE will be a free-standing mechanism for the initiation 
and promotion of change and innovation in Jewish education. As 
such, it should be a center guided by vision, together with 
rigorous work and creative thinking. If successful , it will be a 
source of ideas, characterized by an a t mosph ere of ferment, 
search and creativity. It will be the driving force for systemic 
change . 

2. The IJE will design a n d revise development strategies -
generally i n concert with other persons and institutions . It 
will be a full-time catalyst for development efforts for Jewish 
education. 

3 . The IJE will undertake the assignment of creating Community 
Action Sites. These Community Action Sites will deal minimally 
with the two enabling options - where personnel will include : 
recruitment, training, profession building and retention, and 
community will include : bringing strong leadership into Jewish 
education, changing the climate and generating additional funding 
for education . Through personnel and t he community, it will also 
be dealing with programmatic 
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options, e.g. as 
childhood programs, 
etc . 

it recruit s a nd trains personnel for early 
for the day school s, for informal programs , 

4. The goal of the Community Ac t ion Site is to bring about 
major change in the quality of Jewish education in that Site, 
through a successful approach to the options of personnel and the 
community. The importance of a site resides both in the 
possibility to effect and demonstr ate change there, and in being 
the basis for inspiring change elsewhere. 

5 . The Community Action Site will be a joint endeavour of an 
interested local community and t he IJE. The IJE will assist , if 
needed, in setting up the local mechanism (local IJE) that will 
undertake responsibility for the Community Action Site . Each Site 
will have its local mechanism . Together, the local mechanisms 
will network for the promoti on of change and the diffusion of 
innovation. The IJE will act as facilitator to create a network 
of such local mechanisms. 

6. Conditions are bound to change as as result of the work of 
the IJE. As work proceeds, existing institutions may want to 
respond to emerging needs. The IJE may cause new institutions to 
be established - when no viable alternative exists. 

7 . In addition to this initial focus on Community Action 
Sites, the IJE will assist funders, as appropriate, in moving 
ahead with programmatic options in which they have an interest by 
act ing as a consultant and professional resource. The IJE will 
be a central address for funding sources a nd for institutions who 
wish to work cooperatively with the IJE in their own development 
efforts . It may also help local IJE' s find funding for their 
initiatives . 

8. Much of the definition of the IJE will evolve during the 
actual process of implementation. 

B. The IJE At Work 

The following is one possible scenario of the IJE at work: 

1. Staff and Governance 

a. The IJE will be a free standing mechanism . It will have a 
staff to perform multi ple functions and will be governed by a 
Board of Trustees (see Appendix 1). 

7 
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b . There will be a director , responsible for all of the work of 
the IJE. He/she will be an outstanding, high-level professional, 
committed to Jewish continuity, knowledgeable of the Jewish 
community of North America. He/she may be an educator, a manager, 
or both (to be determined . ) 

c. In addition 
professionals will 
determined) . 

to the director, a 
staff the IJE (size 

team of outstanding 
and composition to be 

d. Governance of the IJE will be in the hands of 
composed of lay leaders, scholars and professionals, 
experience, knowledge and financial strength . 

a board 
blending 

e. The authority of the IJE will derive from the ideas that 
guide it and the prestige, status and effectiveness of its Board 
and staff. 

2. Functions 

a. In order to meet the complex tasks involved, the IJE will 
undertake various functions . They will be linked organically and 
will complement each other. They may include: 

i . research, data collection, planning and policy analysis; 
ii. community interface (for demonstration sites); 

iii. funding facilitation; 
iv . monitoring, evaluation and feedback; 
v. diffusion of innovations. 

b. The work of t he IJE will be guided on an ongoing basis by the 
vision, the educational content and the philosophy contained in 
the final report of the Commission. To insure the above ongoing 
inputs will be received from the staff of the IJE, consultants 
throughout the world, institutions, scholars and community 
leaders. A Professional Advisory Board will be established to 
stimulate this activity. 

c. Some of the content and rationale for items i - v above include: 

i . res earch, data collection, planning and policy analys i s 

* This may be viewed as the research and planning arm of the 
IJE . It will improve and maximize the knowledge-base upon which 
decisions for Jewish education are made The work may be 
commissioned, done in-house or others may be encouraged to do 
various parts. The necessary dat a bases will be created here; 
major issues will be studied, key questions will be researched 

8 
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(e.g . create inventories of Jewish educational resources; 
undertake needs analyses; set norms and standards for training; 
assess the quality of existing training; analyze community 
structures in relationship to Jewish education, etc . ) . 

* To provide the analysis needed for informed decisions . (E .g. 
What are relevant criteria for the selection of Community Action 
Sites? What is the nature of the problem/sin that site? What 
a re the political and institutional givens relevant to change in 
the Community Action Site? Who are the stakeholders and how can 
they be involved? What are the financial and financing 
possibilities?) 

* To provide the knowledge and planning support needed and 
wanted by the Community Action Sites; to work with the local IJE 
in the Community Action Sites and provide expertise that may be 
needed ; to help ensure the level and quality of the work 
intended. 

*Tobe the arm of the IJE for planning and strategic thinking. 
It is here that development plans will be designed and strategies 
will be defined and revised on an ongoing basis . This work will 
extensively i nvolve other persons and institutions . 

ii. community interfac e (for Community Action Sites) 
* The IJE wil l work extensively with the communities where 
Community Action Sites are located . It will do so by means of 
local mechanisms that will be established. 

The community interface function may deal with: 

* Initiation of negotiations with relevant stakeholders and 
community leaders about undertaking the process of becoming 
Community Action Sites. 

* Help the local community establish a mechanism for its 
Community Action Sites and assist in recruiting staff for such 
mechanisms. 

* Ongoing facilitation during implementation - as needed (e . g. 
assistance i n negotiations with national training institutions, 
universities ✓ organizations, etc . ) . The IJE staff will be pro
active in its support of the local man agement of the Community 
Action Sites . Relevant IJE staff will maintain ongoing contact 
with the local team. 

iii. funding facilitation 

This function may include the following : 

* To undertake as appropriate, brokering between various 
possible sources of funding (foundations, national organizations, 

9 
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local sources of funds, federations , individuals) and the 
Community Action Sites . 

* To be a central address both for funding 
relevant institutions who will seek guidance 
their objectives . 

sources and for 
in accomplishing 

* To seek to link high priority pieces of work with various 
funders and competent implementors. 

* To assist funders in moving ahead with programmatic options in 
which they have an interest, acting as a consultant, and 
providing professional assistance as appropriate . 

iv. monitoring, evaluation and feedback 

The purpose of this function is threefold: 

* To monitor activity of each Community Action Site . 

* To eval uate - in whatever form or fonts deemed most relevant -
the progress of Community Action Sites. 

* To create and activate 
results with a process 
implementation . 

v. diffusion of innovati on 

feedback loops to connect practical 
of re-thinking, re-planning and 

The goal of the Commission on Jewish Education in North America 
is to bring about across-the-board systemic change in Jewish 
education, by initially dealing with the areas of personnel and 
the community . The IJE will deal with the complex issue of the 
diffusion of innovation from one or more Community Action Sites 
to many or a l l communities. Strategies will be devised to 
maximize change throughout the community. 

3 . Organization of Functions 

In order for each of the above five functions to be given the 
attention needed, and that none be overwhelmed or overtaken by 
pressing needs of other functions, they should probably be 
structured as distinct units. The staff of any one may be as 
small as a part- time person or as large as a full team - as 
needed - however each function should have autonomous importance 
and authority. 

ORA'FT - FOR DISCUSSION ONLY -- NOT FOR QUOTATION 
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4. How will the IJE beg in its work? 

a. Once the notion of an IJE is adopted by the Commission, a 
comprehensive plan will be developed to launch the IJE . At the 
appropriate time a Board will be constituted and a director will 
be hired . 
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April 13. 1989 

From: Morton L. Mandel 

To: Seymour Fox 

Here are some more thoughts on possible outcomes of the Collllllission 
on Jewish Education. Let's discuss on April 18th telecon. 

Outcome #1 

Otitco1ne 02 

Outcome 113 

Outcome #4 

Outcome #5 

Outcome 116 

Outcome #7 

The IJE (Li.) 

ComniUnity Action Sitesi From Demon9tration to Implementation 

Organited or assisted by IJE, these would be 
partnerships and coalitions of local and continental 
bodies, generally under the local Federation· flag, 
to test programs. leading to diffusion. 

Personnel: Building a Profession 

A permanent ongoing process led by IJE, with 
multiple demonstration and pilot projects, to 
develop and test methods that facilitate personnel 
recruitment, trai ning, and retention (generally 
performed at Community Action Sites) , 

Federation: A key f~ctor f or J ewish continuity 

An organized, long-term effort to achieve 
consensus that t he local federat i on i s the 
key convenor and sponsor of l ocal pr ogrw to 
enhafice Jewish continuity (e .g., Cleveland 
Co'IIIIlliss i on). IJE t o wor k closely with CJF 
to activat e federa t ions t o t ake up t hi s cause. 

The North American Support System: A New Design 

A permanent proces s led by IJE and CJF to harmoni ze 
all the cont i nent al players (J'WB, JESNA, Seminaries, etc. ) , 
in a way that bringa them to a high level of effectiveness, 
overall or i n selected areas. 

Prograllllll.atic Options: Implementation 

A permanent ongoing process led by IJE to work with 
"champions" of programmatic options, as they can 
be identified, to develop fully those options: 

1. - Champion is Chair of a Commission (e.g. Eli Evans) 
2. - Champion finances Commission or obtains financing) 
3, - IJE, helps select and approves all Co111D1ission m.embets 
4. - IJE, helps select and approves Commission staff 
5. - IJE monitors and exercises quality control on each 

Com.mission 

R~search, Publications, etc. 

A permanent ongoing elem~nt of IJE, (To be designed) , 
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Apr i 1 13, 1 989 

T• a Annette Hochstein 

FROM: Joe Reimer 

REI Our convers~tion in Boston 

A whole week has flown by and been fil led with dutie5 of the 
heart (family) and oblioations at tha office. I tru~t your trip 
home and adjustment were smooth. I admire your strength and 
persistence . 

It took me two ~ays after our conversation to realize that l 
w~s in shock from it. You warned mra, but since I was captivated 
by your ideas, I didn't realize how much was involvP.d or how far 
it took us from the IJE - where my mind was. I work slowly -
because I do feel overwhelmed. But I listened carefully and am 
gradually un folding wh~t was said in an hour"s conversation . 

I ' ll be frank in decl a r ing I cannot pos$ibly do.Jill that you 
.,,,..,..,,J ... r "'"'" th., ... ,, ..,, L l ,c C\::>::>i,':,jlllllC';I IL ,L:,) IIC,f'I Lu'""' - ,:,1,,1y:.Lt:t11Llvt=ly 

and pracedurel y . I ' m attrdcted i ntellectu~lly, but scar~d 
emotionally. Al so, I don't work ~t even h a l f your pace and have 
a si xty percent commitment to Brandeis ~nd very practical 
concerns e.bout home and F'e5ach. I may ~ be the person for this 
job, I realize . But I will try to do the small part the.t I can -
at a pace I can live with, 

We were talking of five or si x papers. Let me comment on 
each in a preliminary we.y . 

2. State of the field. Let's build on the option papers 
and think nf thP fi~lci H~ being m~de up of clust~rs - such ~s d~y 
schools, supplementary e chools, inf ormal education, adu lt and 
family education, pre-school. Within each clust~r we can 
generate a 9et of empirical, informational qu~stions (who is 
serviced by whom in what contexts and ways) as well as 
directional questions (what are the recent trends, what are the 
descriptive worlds like). We may commission a paper for each 
cluster~ with an editor ta direct, synchronize and edit . 

2 . An organ.izational or iost!tLltional _AfLtl~ ofjhe 
fiel~. As Woocher and Schiff ~l~imed ~tour meeting , the 
"community" that encompasses J ewish educ:atic,n is compltilx, We 
need a carefully analysis of the iristitL1tional "system" of Jewish 
educati~n: how the denominations, federations, BJE"s, JCC•s, 
schools and Bynagogues inter- relate, how that ''syutem" has 
evolved over time and is changi no , how it may differ loc~lity to 
loc~lity Qnd what the implicat ions are for a theory of change . 
We need to put on paper the comp l ex !!!srui that a Schiff carries in 
his head about these matters - in a historical and theoretical 
context . 
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Annette Hochstein 
P . 2, April 13, 1989 

3 . Jew!sh contipyity and Jewish educatiQD.. There is both 
an empirical and a conceptual piece here. Empirically what is 
the evidence ~bo~t the rel~tionshi~ between receiving a J~wish 
education and manifesting Jewish behavioral commitments . 
Conceptu~lly what are our aa~umpticns when we link these two~ 
what sorts of relation$hips do we envisi on? I ' d think here of a 
sociologist and a philosopher each writing a paper . 

4. Beas__ru:~r;:;tice:s. Here I have yet to thi nl( about the 
issue of criteria of selection <e.g., The Good High School) to 
1 earn from. 

5. and 6. &.nh..an£ inq t he got.J. ons pae~r s on personnel ang 
community. I think these are the crucial linl~s becau&e they 
begin to operaticnal i ~e what we mean by the enabling options. 
r •ve yet to give it thought. 

I"ll be talking to people nex t week a nd c ommunicating once 
before Pesa.ch, 
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Dear Art , 

We wi 11 try to ca 11 you today between 

1:00 - 2 : 00 p.m. Cleveland time. 
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-- -- ----------------

RE : Meeting with Esther Leah Ritz 

I had a long meeting with Esther Leah Ritz on the 5th of April 

1989 . The substance of that meeting dealt with MI-G. It was not 

possible for me to take up MI-NA, the way we would have liked it 

discussed. Therefore, I will have to see Esther Leah before the 

next Commission meeting, or we will have to find some other way 

to involve her towards the next Commission meeting. As you may 

recall, she could not attend the 2nd Commission meeting. I 

briefed her following that meeting. 

Best regards, 
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Could you get me a more precise budget for your operations in Israel. 
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Annette and Seymour: 

Annette, I followed up on Debbie'a and Ma. Kaplamb'e check. They were ~ailed 
from Federation on March 30th, Let me know if they do not arrive. 

I had a good talk with Reimer, Need to debrief both of you on Thursday or 
Fr1day. Let's aet a t1~e. 

I received the suggested schedule, It l ooks good. I'll review it and get 
back to you . 
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TO: ART NAPARSTEK DATE: APRIL 12, 1989 

f-'ROM: ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN NO. PAGES: 
5 

FAX NUM13ER: 
001- 216-391-8327 

Dear Art, 
. 

It was nice speaking with you yesterday. As 
promised, Seymour, Debbie and I finished the 
suggested interview schedule for the Wednesday 
deadline. 

Regarding our conversation , payments arrived . 

VJ-.l { 

Wr .]) a -UiLhJl 
~ fjt'-0_ <VV'~~) 

~ 

I 

Best Regards, 

/-/ G{ C 

~ 
A/4 



TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING : ~ 
I N T E RV I E w 0 F C 0 M M I s s I 0 N E R S ~fy 

s u G G E s T E D s C H E D u L E 

1. The purpose of this interview is to bring the commissioner 
up to date on the developments since the second meeting of the 
Commission. These devel opments can be seen in the following 
stages, which might serve as a framework for structuring the 
interview: 

a . Much work has been done since December 13th (meetings of 
the planning group and the senior policy advisors, 
consultations with experts, etc.). 

b. How we moved from the personnel and community options to 
the notion of demonstration center/community action site 
- doing it in the field. The Commission, we felt, 
agreed to these options on the condition that ideas, 
projects and programs could be developed and 
implemented that would make a difference and lead to 
systemic change . 

c. As we did this we had to 
questions such as: Who will 
could be responsible for 
demonstration projects? 

grapple with difficult 
carry out the work? Who 

the implementation of 

d. For all of this, we need input from the commissioners. 

2. A sample of interviews conducted Lecently revealed that 
different commissioners have very diffeLent conceptions of how 
the Commission is proceeding; the interview will have to be 
adapted to the individual situation. Although the concept of the 
IJE is still tentative, with some commissioners it might be 
desirable to cover the major ideas behind it. With others it may 
be more useful to deal with the challenge of moving from the 
decisions of December 13th to the idea of community action sites. 
In interviews conducted until now, we have found that 
commissioners tend to concern themselves with particiular issues 
of importance to them . For example, heads of training 
institutions may be mainly interested in the training component 
of a demonstration project, where foundation principals may want 
to understand how their foundation ' s specific area of interest 
can be addressed. 

3. Irrespective of these d ifferences, we suggest that the 
following points be covered with all commissioners. They may be 
presented as questions to whi ch the response or views of the 
commissioner are sought: 

1 



* a. Review where we were at the end of the second meeting: 
- an agreement to go ahead on personnel and the 

community as first items (as enabling, as pre
conditions) 

- continued interest in programmatic options 
- some concern and possible skepticism as to how 

the personnel and community options can be 
implemented. 

* b. We see the challenge for the next meeting of the 
commission as answering the question of how to bring 
about singificant, across-the-board change through 
personnel and the community. 

* c. In thinking about implementation, we realized that 
because education takes place on the local level, we 
would have to get involved in the local scene . This 
would require some type of demonstration - a community, 
a network of institutions, or possibly one major 
institution where some of the best ideas and programs 
in Jewish education would be initiated in as 
comprehensive a form as possi ble. It would be a site 
where the ideas and programs that have succeeded, as 
well as new ideas and experimental programs, would be 
undertaken. Work at this s i te will be guided by a 
vision of what Jewish education at its best can be. 

In a demonstration center, a c ommunity would have to 
grapple with such issues as: in-service training, the 
recruitment of educators, the status and salaries of 
its teachers . In a sense, Cleveland's Commission might 
be seen as a useful example of the beginning of a 
comprehensive approach , an important new development in 
educational planning and funding. 

While education is mainly a local enterprise, we also 
realize that several factors will have to be dealt with 
nationally. For example, some training needs to be 
done on a regional or national level. Furthermore, 
accross-the-board change can only be achieved if local 
change is implemented in enough places and becomes 
nationally accepted policy. 

* d. The demonstration center idea leads to a crucial 
question: Who will do the work? Who will be 
responsible for the planning and execution of the 
demonstration projects? In trying to answer this 
question the idea is emerging that some form of team or 
mechanism that will enhance and facilitate 
implementation may be needed . 
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* e. You may want to discuss this issue with the 
commissioner in some detail and look at the functions 
that such a team or mechanism may fulfill . 

* f. If a mechanism were to be established, it will be 
necessary to deal with issues such as: 

- What are the criteria for choosing a community action 
site? What should its size be? What are the important 
characteristics? 

- How do we guarantee that the projects are of the 
quality that the Commission aspires to? 

-How will negotiations with the existing institutions 
in the community be conducted? What kind of local 
mechanism will need to be established to run the 
community action site? 

- How will appropriate funding sources be matched with 
specific projects? 

- What kind of monitoring and evaluation should 
accompany the implementation of projects? How can 
feedback be effectively incorporated into the ongoing 
work? 

- How will innovations be diffused from one community 
action site to other communities? 

- How will a central mechanism work with local 
communities to help them rise to their full stature 
without imposing something on them from the top down? 

* g. You may want to remind the commissioners of what the 
Commission has already achieved - in two meetings and 
eight months: 

- Created a pluralistic, private/communal forum for 
dealing with the issue of Jewish education-Jewish 
continuity; 

- Charted out what the commissioners perceive as the 
major areas in need of intervention and development 
(options); 

- Differentiated between programmatic and enabling 
options: start with enabling but link to programmatic. 

- Is beginning to consider what content (for personnel 
and community) and mechanisms are needed to bring about 
significant change and improvement. 

3 



* h. It is important to emphasize that we need the 
commissioners ' input concerning each of the elements 
mentioned above. 

* i. Check attendance on June 14 . 

4 
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Nat1v 1'oncy and Ptiannin3 Consultants • 11)J!71 n1')'1DJ D'~Y1'-J'!l) 

April 11, 1989 

Dear Joe, 

'Tis the season for making seder. My pre-Pesach 
house (office) cleaning has included a search for 
loose "crumbs" in the MI-NA files, minutes and memos. 

I thought it may be useful for you if I told you what I 
found in the Options file . We have four half-baked 
(i.e. drafts that have yet to be corrected and approved) 
options: 

-knowledge base 
-early childhood age group 
-young adults 
- elementary age group 

The option papers that still need to be written are: 

- college age group 
- retired/elderly age group 
- Hebrew language 
-eliminate tuition 
-physical plant 
-innovations in Jewish education 

I will work with Prof. Fox on ammending and editing the 
former group, and I believe that you are responsible for 
drafting the latter. Also, the personnel and community 
options need to be revised in light of the IJE idea . 

I wish you and your family and the Hornstein gang a chag 
kasher v'sameach. 

10, Yehoshafat St., Jerusalem 93152 

Fax. 972- 2 699951 

Tel. 02-662296 ;699951 '',u .93152 01',\!Jn' ,10 U!l\!J1i1' ·n, 

P.0.B 4497, Jerusalem 9,1044 Dl?\!Jl1' ,4497 .1.n 
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0G ✓v 
RD COMMISSION MEETING: 

RV I E w 0 F C 0 M M I s s I 0 N E R S 

s u G G E s T E D s C H E D u L E 

The purpose of this interview is to walk the commissioner 
ough the process from where the second Commission meeting 

ended to our practical suggestions on implementation . 

2. A sample of interviews conducted recently reveals that 
different commissioners have very different conceptions of how 
the Commission is proceeding; the interview will have to be 
adapted to the individual situation . With some commissioner:%._ Jt , 
wil-1 be-pess-i.ble-and~ desirable to cover the major ideas ~ he 
IJE. k w~t;h ot1c.Us 1... cU0;. ma~ bt:t ,~ore useful to Yema"i'n~ i'-tn 'th~ 
il I'tlstrati on~ of demonst''rat>' oh' p rojects . ead of training 
institutions may be mainly interested in the s· ificance of the 
training component for their institutions; fo ation principals 
may want to understand how their foundatio pecific area of 
interest can be adressed. 

3. Irrespective of these differences, we suggest that the 
following points be covered with all commissioners . They may be 
presented as questions to which the response or views of the 
commissioner are sought: 

* a. 

* b. 

Review W!:\el;"e we wer e a~ the end of the second meeting: f\ ~ 
- ~~~ '1\'eaci~ersonnel and. the c<;>mmuni ty -S-.1" 
- interest in programmatic options ,er 
- some'" skepticism as to how these gooEl i deas can be 

implemented t 1 
1 

1 ,t' , "" k. ./ ~ 
l - -'-'- ) ") '"- ) v r - j 

We see the challeng~ as answering the question of how 
to do this: how to bring about singificant, accross
the- board chan~ o:: ersonnel and the community . 

' ** you may choose to elaborate on each of these elements 

* c . First we thought about demonstration centers: 
illustrate what personnel and the community could mean 
in a demonstration center. Use both the options papers 
and the ii - IJE paper to assist you. Explain what the 
role of national training institutions could be; how 
personnel can only be implemented locally (as that is 
where educators work) and can only be implemented in 
programs (thus the programmatic implications of 
personnel). However personnel training needs to be 
regional or national. 

Further illustration could include improving the 
status of teachers could involve increased salaries. 
This may require developing local federation funds for 

1 



education . Use the example of the funding of 
Cleveland ' s Commission as an example of important new 
developments . 

* d. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the 
demonstration center idea (se~ er. Issues 
that rise before startin~ e . g . how large shou a 
demonstratio1'1 c~ be? What should the 
characteristics of the community be? How important is 
the time factor? Is there a major university in the 
vicinity? What about major metropolitan areas? etc 

* e. Explain how the absence of a link between 
implementation is always the stumbling 
education. 

ideas and 
block in 

* f . Explain the need to translate the idea into a design 
for implementation and then into actual implementation; 
to correct the idea on the basis of what is learned in 
implementation and then to re-design implementation. 

* g . Introduce the analogy of the prototype: 
a team - a mechanism - that will 
prototype. 

the need for 
develop the 

* h . The possible function& of the IJE and their detail. 
-rJE--cha-r-~ pape,r-) • 

* . 1. ~ isstte~ 
)to"' Jv vJ' y.., ;,..,-

- Working with local communities 
a ready-made plan on them. 

rathe r than imposing 

- The IJE does not deliver services. It does not 
replace national institutions; rather, it is a resource 
for their development. 

* j. You may want to r emind the commissioners of what the 
Commission has already achieved - i n two meetings and eight 
months~ 

- Created a pluralistic, private/communal forum for 
dealing with the issue of Jewish education- Jewish 
continuity; 

- Charted out what the Commissioners perceive as the 
major areas in need of intervention and development 
(options); 

- Differentiated between programmatic and enabling 
options: start with enabling but link to programmatic. 

- Has begun to design mechanims for bringing about 
significant change and improvement. 

2 



* k . Check attendance on June 14 
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4/14/89 DRAFT (commletter) 

Letter to Commissioners from MLH 

With the third meeting of the Commission less than two months away (June 14, 

10 a.m. to 4 p.m., place ), I would like to bring you up to date 

on developments since the meeting of December 13, 1988. Staff members have 

been hard at work developing 1deaa put forth at that meeting. They have 

consulted with experts in the field and met with the Commission senior 

policy advisor$ and are now anxious to consult with you in preparation for 

June. 

At the last meeting of the Commission a number of options were considered. 

The Commission opted to focus its work initially on two topici : (1) the 

shortage of qualified personnel for Jewish education and , (2) the 

community-- its structure, leadership, and funding as keys to 

across-the-board i mprovements in Jewilih education, At t he same time, many 

commissioners urged that work also be undertaken in various programmatic 

areas i.e., early childhood, day schools, supp lemental schools, the Israel 

experience, etc. 

The challenge facing us now is to develop creative, effective, and feasible 

approaches for dealing with the enabling options of personnel and community 

in relation to various programmatic areas, We need to devise a workable 

strategy so that we can demonstrate that personnel and community can indeed 

be acted upon in a comprehensive manner. In personnel this involves 

recruitment, t raining, retention, and profession building. For the 

community, it involves recruiting outstanding leadership, changing the 

climate, and generating significant additional funding. 
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Paga 2 

As the work of the staff, policy advisors and others has unfolded, several 

assumptions have guided our deliberations. Ye now believe it is difficult 

to meet the challenge of change on a national level alone because the field 

of Jewish education is too complex and vast . We need t o look at a stracogy 

that allows us the flexibility to work both from a top down as well as a 

bottom up perspective. A number of experts in the field believe that real 

change must be undertaken on the local level. It is argued that local 

initiatives make sense for the following reasons: 

l . Much of education takes place only on the local level. 

2. 1'he $cope o! 11 comprehensive local undertaking would be mana5ealble; 

there is sufficient energy and enough people to undertake such a 

project, 

3 . The results of the local undertaking would be tangible and visible and 

could generate interest and reactions that ~ight lead to a national 

debate on the important issues of Jewish education. 

4. A local project would be managed in a hands-on manner, permitting 

constant improvement and fine-tuning, 

5. Ideas and prograll\s, when integrated and implemented in one site , can 

have signifieantly greater impact than they have today when successful 

approaches are isolated. The whole is greater than the sum of its 

parts. 

6. Visions of Jewish ~ducation could be translated and experimented with in 

a limited and manageable way, 
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Page 3 

7. National institutions and organizations could be mobilized for such 

experimental programs. They would view this as an opportunity to test 

and develop new approaches to Jewish education . 

8. People could be recruited and mobilized for tangible local 

demonstrations . The pool could be expanded to include, in addition to 

the current cadre of outstanding educators, ( l ) rabbis, (2) s cholars of 

Judaica, (3) federation executives, (4) Jewish scholars in the secular 

and academic world. 

Thus, we have moved from the personnel and community options to the notion 

of developing i nitiatives on local sites. At its December meeting, t he 

Commission agreed to the conceptual framework of enabling and programmatic 

1pti ons on the condition that ideas, projects, and programs could be 

·eloped a-nd implelllented that would make a difference and lead to systemic 

·e. The asswnption implicit in utilizing local sites is that other 

ties would be able to see a successful approach to the community and 

options, and would be inspired to apply the lessortt l~arned to 

their own colllll1unit1es, 

ementation are seldom successful when they are top down 

t ies must play~ major role in the initiation 
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of the idea. They must be full partner• in the deaign of programs •nd in 

their implementation. Thus, as we are developing these ideas, we have to 

grapple with such difficult questions as: Who will carry out. the work? Who 

will undertake the strategic thinking? Ullo will plan and ensure that the 

s tandards and goals of the Commission are maintained? Who will or can be 

responsible for the implementation of local projects? For all of this , we 

need input from the com.miasioners. 

Therefore, I believe that it is important for us to respond to these ideas 

and consider our next steps together. At the suggestion of a number of 

Commiss ioners, we propose to follow the individual interview format which we 

have used in the past. I have asked s taff to &et appointments with each of 

you to get your thoughts, Your thinking is crucial as we begin to develop 

the agenda for the June 14th meeting. 

I know that most commissioners share my belief that a mechanism for change 

ii a critical outcome of this Commission. I look forward to learning, 

through the interview process, your thoughts on the direction we propose. 

Sincerely, 

Morton L. Mandel 
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BY : PETER SZANTON 

THE INTERMEDIARIES • SOME EARLY OBSERVATIONS 

---- --·---------

With Foundation suppor4 I have undertaken a brief · 
reconnaissance of the field of so-called intermediaries. I have visited 
the; o f fic,c;:,• in101·vlowc;J 1.0y yc;uvum:l Aml 1c;ct\J ct vw icay uf 
materials by and about High/Scope. the Manpower Demonstration 
Research Corporation. the Police Foundation, Public/Private Ventures, 
the RAND Corporation (as to its Housing Allowance Supply 
Experiment work only), the Remediation and Training Institute, and 
the Vera Institute of Justice. I have also reviewed much of the 
recent literature on social experimentation, and some of the 
voluminous writings on the relation of knowledge to policy. 

The purpose of this work was mainly to determine the kind of 
effort required t<> produce a useful book about those institutions. 
The book would specify their purposes, sketch their histories, and 
assess their contributions to knowledge, to social policy and to 
program operation. It would also attempt to elicit from their 
experience some lessons about the deliberate development of policy
relevant knowledge, about barriers to the use of such knowledge and 
about possible future evolution of the roles of intermediaries. 
Accordingly, the products of the reconnaissance were to be an outline 
of the proposed book, a work plan, schedule and budget for producing 
it. and an essay setting out some hypotheses and observations that 
the book might much more fully test. 

What foHows is that essay. It groups its observations under 
four general headings : _!!aits the intermediaries share.., dimensions in 
which 1bey.,..diffct, th~ f prm- and degree of their impact, and questions 
about their futur.e. Because these comments flow from a brief 
~view of eight distinctive institutions by an observer previously 
unfamiliar with most of them, it will not advance the understanding 
of those who have followed those institutions closely. Nor can it be 
depended on to forecast the final judgments of the book. Those 
judgments would certainly be more numerous, more fully informed, 
and perhaps quite different. But the essay will at least suggest some 
of the concerns and presumptions on which the next stage of the 
work would be based. 
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I. THEY HA VE MUCH IN COMMON 

a. Si1nih11 tncts aod rncans, l!ach at-the lnre1111edtarles-irr.~- ·-~ 
not.for-profits whose purpose is to help jdenti(y_ .effectivc_way.s_.Qf 
resoTvlng-_~lTur:an.ng/4nificant socJs1Llw2bl.e.lXlS..Jind_w)iicll 

S(?fYC? .. t.h_~!. Pcff0~:~·i;~i~i~~n1: ~~~~t~:r (or supervising the operMion I 
of) experiments or d~monstrations of some scale; 

(2) subjecting the results of tho experiments or \ 
~ demonstrations to more or less rigorous evaluation. and 

/ (3) disseminating the results. <'.UQ ~ -

he may act autonomously' and directly. or in collaboration. 
~~~!!.~~~~-~ -2-~~---!ough others - wJ_µ_~tion §\1..29..Q.~trM!Qrs. 
for example - but .,,t~eL!_l_!ve normallx taken some responsibility ... for ···
all three kinds of activity • ..... 

b. Recency. All are creatures of the last quarter-century. Vera 
was formed in 1961; High/Scope effectively in 1962 (though not 
formally until later); The Police Foundation in 1970; MDRC in 1974; 
P/PV in 1978; RTI in 1982-83. RAND, though founded in the late 
1940s, began the Housing Allowance Supply Experiment (hereafter 
HASE), its first such venture. in 1973. All of these organizations. iJl 
shon, are products of a period in which the US was becoming 
conscious of social problems which were not yielding to the general 
rise in incomes, not yielding much even to a very rapid rise in 
federal social expenciiture~. ~nci whn~fl\ Toor~, therefore, s.eemed cl~Et.p, 
probably intertwined, and difficult even to clearly identify. 

Equally. that history means that, on average, the intermediaries 
have been operating for roughly a decade and a half. And since 
rnueh of their work has involved longitudinal studies whose results 
were not available until well after their founding dates (the most 
striking results from High/Scope's Perry Preschool Project, for 
example, were published in 1984) the time that most of them have 
had to affect events has been considerably shorter, Oiven the 
inevitably slow pace of significant social change, one implication of 
that fact is that, while interim judgments on these organizations may 
be timely and useful, no full assessment of their impact will be 
possible for many years. 
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c. Len~thened Shadows. ~O_!t of the intermediaries stronglt 
confirm ~m~.f!Qtt's dictum that an institution is the len thened 
shaclow·-;:,f-; man:-· ·- --ou-li most have b now under one and 
sutvfv~ifirt;:li•~o"'"ns-~1::.;n::::;e~a~e:;,rs~1~,=:im;;:an;::;;~~~a~n~~~e~m~~tn:,:l:S~e~ar'='.a~-=---- -- -

r~m e conce.rn.L . .!n enUxpreneurshi_p of unusual individuals. 
High7Scope:·vera and RTI are each organizations hard to imagine 
apart from their founding directors. HASE is similarly inseparable 
from the analytic concerns and policy interests of Jack Lowry. 
Several of the other intermediaries would not have comQ into being 
eicep~'iJie·.~entrepreneu~a • .onsouhip of a single foundation 
exe·cu·trve. l ~ s~ -------- ··-

d. Motivating Valuea. Though all of the intermediaries, in 
lesser or greater degree, design and operate experiments and 
perform analyses, n~ --~~~- ~~llblis~q by persons who thous._~ 
themselves Eri.11£.!P.allY. _as .•. soofaL scientists- or_wbose-objectiY~...JalaS. 
simply the advancement of knowledge. The end objective of all of 
t~e. founder~~.n.{.ieemi"ijgli:9f all <ither key personnel, wa§ t9, )\lt~r 
and improve social p~~,t~~d especially_ li?.-imPJ:P.Y.CJb.~.-Oll.QlL.Qf 

-ffienatioii's ""a fs~~van~~-gp_si. This is not to say that all of the 
intermedfiiries- had or have policy agendas of their own. Some do, 
and some do not, a point we return to below. But all see the goal of 
th•i.r ,vo rlc AO lh• cunolioro.tion of A oooao.l problortt, I t io tho.-o£oro 

fair to test their achievements • preliminarily, and among other tests 
- in terms of the degrees of amelioration being achieved. 

II. THEY ALSO DIFFER 

Nonetheless, there are important differences among them. 

a. Style of Operation. Worth noting, though not of fundamental .. • 
concern here, is the fact that the intennediaries vary widely in their 
style of operation and in other internal respects. Some, for example -
like Vera - began under very modest auspices and with diminutive 
resources: others with huge endowments (Police Foundation.) One 
was incubated for years in a county school system; most began as 
independent entities with substantial private - typically Ford 
Foundation - support. Most depended heavily on federal funding 
(and were severely tested by the cutbacks of the first years of the 
Reagan administration: High/Scope and P/PV fost 40% of their staffs; 
MDRC dropped 70%), but others did not. 
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In other internal respects they vary also. The boards of some, 
like MDRC, have played active and important roles. Other boards 
have been much less involved, and one appears to have been only a 

------1f"r"lc,rr,n,,.na:1"tlttity;,-· Simitady, the management of some {"Vera, tor example) 
bas been highly decentralized, with a fair variety of staff 
entrepreneurship permitted or encouraged; others (like High/Scope) 
have been far more focussed in their interests and more centrally 
directed. 

b. Clients and Audiences. More significantly, the clients and 
audiences of the intermediaries have differed, on at least two 
dimensions. One is that of local versus federal orientation. Though 
some (HASE, MDRC) have been mainly odented toward federal issues, 
others (Vera, High/Scope) began, at leas~· by seeking local impact in a 
s: ingl1,1 j\lris:(fi('til!.\n . OthMll (Polio• Foundlltion, R.TI and an r•Q•nt )'•~re 
P/PV and MDRC) have worked with multiple local jurisdictions. 

The other dimension can be roughly characterized as policy 
versus operations. The work of some of the intermediaries has been 
oriented toward broad policy concerns, and hence largely toward 
legislative action. HASE was a clear example. It · required specific 
congressional authorization and its own appropriations before . it 
could begin, and it was designed to inform a central issue in a 
continuini congressional debate over federal housing policy for the 
poor: whether rents rather than new construction should be 
subsidized. Much of Vera's early work. on the other hand, tested 
operational approaches that New York City court or police 
administrators could implement essentially in their own discretion. 
RTI appears at the far end of this spectrum, showing no interest in 
policy. but attempting to affect practice directly, massively and at 
many sites. 

c. Analysts and Advocates. The domina,,nt value of some of J.M 
inter~<!!_aries is to )~ar!l;.. t~ di.stio.g~~sg what works.a.... what doesJU 
a'iicr. where possible, why. These organizations care about what 
governments ao, but the form their caring takes is to try to inform 
future policy-making. Tl)ey .. see. t~~J!!sely_~,!_.esse .. mJ!l!l' as ~nalnts" 

· ~~wledge that a p.oJ.ic)'.. will not produce the exp~ 
results_, __ !hQ1.1g.b_....!!,nlQitU.Wltc.. is _yirt1;1ally_as yalua6Ie as the knowledge 
that it will. MDRC is probably the clearest example of the type: HASE 
also tltsit as well. 
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The dominant value of Others, explicitly or otherwise, is to 
move policy in a particular direction. They believe some innovation 
will improve matters. Like High/Scope or Vera they may themselves 

-- ... ha·,e pioneered that inno, ation. 'fhey --want-to-demonsttate thc1.rlt- --· 
works. Or, as with some Police Foundation projects, they may hope 
to demonstrate that a traditional policy is not effective. In . either 
f\V~nt. th,m2h thf\}' m.lly - typir.a11y will • nP.!:i2n anti "~r~tl'\ thP. 

experiment with great care, they are not indifferent to th~ outcome. 
Surprisingly, that fact does not seem to generate. among either the 
intermediaries or their clients and audiences. much concern about 
conflicts of interest or unreliable reporting. The reasons are 
probably that standards of methodological care have generally been 
maintained, and that even flawed experiments, if squarely addressed 
to policy qQestions, are likely to provide considerably better 
evidence than existed before. 

d. Locations on a Spectrum. Whether oriented toward policy 
or operations, toward local decision-makers or national, and whether 
devoted at heart to analysis or advocacy, intermediaries vary in the 
proportion of the spectum of potential activities they cover, and in 
where, along that spectrum, they iend to focus. The spectrum 
consists of essentially the following activities: 

i. formulating a policy hypothesis 
ii. desisnini= an experiment to test the hypothesis 
iii. operating (or supervising the operation oO the 

experiment 
iv. evaluating (or supervising the evaluation of) its 

impact 
v. disseminatine, results 
vi. advocatin& reform or innovation based on its results 
vii. providing te~bnical assistance to others establishing 

similar programs . 
viii. packagin& the essential elements of the program to 

facilitate its replication. 

(Further activities might well be added to this list but, as 1s, it 
appears to fairly cover lhe range of intermediaries' current 
behavior.) 

Three observations: All of the intermediaries engage, at least 
somewhat, in most of the activities - at least numbers i-v. The 
balance of their effort has differed sharply, however, with MDRC and 
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HASE typically stressing the top and middle activities, and Vera and 
(especially) RTI the middle and bottom ones, Finally, all of the 
intermediaries, over their histories, have tended to shift focus 

- - •- ·dewowarcl along-that lial, -a·nd-in-·recent-years· havie typieally patd 
increasing attention to disseminating results, making the case for 
acting on them and, to a lesser degree, offering technical a.ssistance. 
And this has occurred not simply because the earlier functions 
necessarily take place first in any particular project; the main reason 
appears to be a growing consciousness that, in most of the policy 
arenas in which intermediaries operate, the binding constraint in 
recent years has not been ignorance as to what works, but 
inadequate political or bureaucratic support for what is known to 
work, or insufficient administrative capacity to make it work. We 
return to some implications of that fact at the end of this paper. 

III. THEIR IMPACT HAS BEEN SUBSTANTIAL 

Overall, ·· th,e intermediaries seem to have had substantial 
effects, of at least three kinds. 

a. Development of Knowledge. J.cast surgrising is that th~ 
have produced a larS!_ body of ~i<:Y..$l~owJedge, 
Principally ""6ecause of the work of intermediaries it is now 
authoritatively demonstrable, for example, th1t a variety of 
preschool programs, if well run, will produce long-term gains in both 
their students' later school performance and in their social behavior; 
that a full-scale housing allowance program will not substantially 
increase rents; that carefully supported transitional employment can 
prepare a substantial fraction of retarded persons for unsubsidized 
employment, and so forth. The intermediaries have produced, 
among them-, ·at least half a hundred findings of the scale· and impon 
of those three; all in all an iqipressive body of policy-relevant, 
poucy-useat>1e 1e.nowJcdge. 

b. Learnini how to Learn. A closely related but 
distinguishable product has been a near-consensus on how studies of 
program impact should be performed. A decade and a half ago, time 
series data, comparison groups, and random assignment were all 
used in efforts to estimate program impacts. But all were subject to 
attack. The time series data normally available could not measure · 
the impact of any but very large-scale programs and could not 
clearly distinguish the effects of those programs from other possible 
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influences. Comparison groups were justly criticized as likely to 

differ from each other in any of several ways that might account for 
differences in outcome between them. Random assignment, while 

•. • .. •-- ..... '1H'IGCHteod te be saperier in. theory, wa-s--thought-·to-:-raise-,rear•·- · -·
insuperable problems of feasibility and f aimess. 

The intermediaries have used each of these techniques, along 
with others, and one result of their work has been to increase the 
sophistication with which each of them is now normally used. 
Another contribution has been their increasingly careful recording of 
the administrative practices and operating rules which successful 
projects employ and on y,-hich successful replication ma nd 
But probably their main contn ut1on to t e power of policy research ~ 
has been the now well-developed recognition that random 
assignment experiments are feasible, that under most circumstances 
they are fair and will be accepted as fair by participating individuals 
and organizations, and that their results, so long as they have been 
managed with care. are authoritative. The findings of large-scale 
and professionally conducted random assignment experiments are 
not compromised by the methodological controversies that engulfed 
many of the policy studies of the 1960s. The work of High/Scope, 

:\HASE and, especially. MDRC is most responsible for that result. 

And it is not a trivial result. From the first major federal social 
programs until at least the 1950s, the typical policy-setting pattern 
was to lunge directly from concept to program. Roosevelt's Civilian 
Conservation Corps is a good example. .'.fhe intermediaries were 
established as it was becomin understood that when overnrnent 

~-~ ... !A. ~--~<!QlP..a. r em ideas a pea ing in principal m!B.W 
"""t__o ... rlc""'"'_-p,o_?~~):'_-~~ --~-~t .~~ •• 8-1!,."8:,D~ ... at_great expense. 'r]ifm§ing monei____it 
a problem," m the- phrase of the cfa • mi ht be w eless· 
wTi1te doing no __ £~----~-'-,!!!!i t also exhaust, for some time, the E2!.ifiqJ, 
ana~iic~J:_!~jQM,r~~s.. .for .. do.iog -atlYWing~. The next most 
obvious step - to consult social scientists on the basis of their 
supposed existing expertise - did not help much. Policy-oriented 
scholars were likely to give opinions whether there was a scientific 
basis for them or not, and generally there was not, since large, 
careful studies directly on point and already concluded were 
extremely rare. 

Th~ obvious solution was that...s.ignificant policy o,etions be 
tested, and the tests evaluated with ca.re, before large-scale 
programs were launched. But until the mid-l 970s, it was arguable 
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that such tests might only delay matters while they proceeded and 
confuse matters afterwards, as advocates and their methodological 
advisers contested what had been proven. That position is now no 
l<>ttge~-argttb¼e-;--a ··fact due largely to the -work of the intermedim ies ·-- ·---
and of considerable long-term significance to our political processes. 

c. Affecting Events. "Information is to politics as bullets are to 
warfare," as a current Washington saying goes. loformation matters. 
And other things being equal, the side with more and better 
information wins. Of course the trouble with that formulation. 
though it is perfectly accurate as far as it goes, is that a number of 
other things - political resources, funding constraints> bureacratic 
inertia principal among them - supply the. heavy artillery or nuclear 
weaponry of policy warfare, and they may not be at all equal. The 
result is that the manner and degree to which the kind of knowledge 
that intermediaries produce is used varies enormously, and the value 
of tµe influence it exerts fluctuates correspondingly. No overall 
assessment of the effect of that knowledge is possible here, but at 
least three differing kinds of impact are . worth noting. 

The first and most encouraging occurs where the implications 
of an intermediarfs findings are consistent with what a political or 
administrative or legal system is prepared to do. There is little 
doubt, to take an obvious current example, that MDRC's work and 
welfare findings are substantially and helpfully impacting events at 
least in Arkansas, Maryland and California, and that they will 
strongly influence the next wave of federal welfare legislation. Our 
politics are cager for measures that promise to reduce welfare 
dependency, and MDRC offers the most authoritative evidence 
available as to how this might be done. Similarly, police shooting of 
civilians dropped markedly after a Police Foundation study 
questioned the extent of use of deadly force and the legal system 
proved ready to impose a rule drawing on its findings. And a high 
proportion of the pre-trial diversion programs operating in several 
hundred jurisdictions resulted from two Vera efforts to demonstrate 
that benefits could flow both to accused youth and to overburdened 
court sytems from supervised work and study programs for young 
defendants who did not have serious criminal records. 

A second category is exemplified by work which, at first glance, 
might appear to belong in the first. The sharply increasing public 
concern for the care of very young children has given great 
prominence to the results of High/Scope's Perry Preschool project. 
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Reciprocally, the strong and still growing national support for 
expanded pre-school education has been justified in significant part 
by the findings from th~t project. But political forces appear to be 

··-·-skewing those ftndtngs -u,,ett as tning-lhem. ·-ne P!lty ·ptojecf 
served severely disadvantaged children, and its extended 
longitudinal reviews demonstrated that those children could be 
greatly helped by a broad-based remedial program. That 
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knowledg1e is being used as ammunition in a campaign mainly 
designed to extend downward to all four and five~year olds (of which 
the Perry children were not representative) conventional preschool 
programs (of which Perry was not an example.) The underlying 
reason is the difficulty working mothers of small children experience 
in finding and affording adequate day care. The cause in whose 
interest the Perry findings are being misused .is thus not a bad one1 

but neither does it illustrate an exemplary relation between 
knowlege and action. 

A third category is suggest~ by the use made of HASE. The 
experiment began in 1973 and, together with associated 
experiments, was to run for ten years. There was then fair 
agreement that federal housing dollars were conferring large 
benefits on relatively small numbers of poor (and middle-class) 
people, no benefits on large numbers of poor people, and excessive 
benefits on builders and developers. Moreover, the administration 
in office wished to reduce social expenditures. As a result, the 
political significance of HASE in its early yem was to lend weight to 
the argument that nothing new should be done until the results were 
in. In the years since 1981, as results became avalable, its principal 
policy effect has been to buttress the case against subsidized 
construction, while subsidized rent received no support either. (Only 
some 15,000 persons nationwide now receive federally-subsidized 
rent vouchers.) Unlike the Perry exampl", results here were not 
distorted: subsidized construction is a bad bargain. But neither were 
their positive implications heeded. 

These are three quite different ways in which knowledge 
produced by intermediaries has affected events. and only one of 
them fits the ideal model in which we learn what works and then 
broadly (and quickly) apply that learning. And this discussion 
excludes the many efforts of intermediaries that had little or no 
effect on events - some of which were never likely to. Little impact 
has resulted 'when - especially in intermediaries' first years data
gathering proved unreliable or analytic techniques inadequate or 
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experimental conditions impossible to maintain; when, especially in 
the case of Vera. the desire to provide a service to the disadvantaged 
outweighed concerns for knowledge-development; and when 

- -··- - - -c-orrsttterations· -or cash-filSW-Orlril'meclull fme-tun1ng sanctioned ______ ---· ·· 
studies or experiments in areas where what works was already clear. 

Does it follow that the ultimate objective of their work -
greater rationality of policy, greater effectiveness of program and the 
consequent amelioration of social problems - is being so 
inadequately met that, as a class. the intermediaries are a failure? I 
am hardly at a point in the work where any answer to that question 
could be defended, but there ar,e at least two reasons for thinking the 
answer is no. The first is that transmuting new knowledge into 
widespread action by large bureaucracies is a process that takes time 
- but with time, does happen. I once had occasion to direct a review 
of 83 reports. produced over 37 years by a variety of high-level 
commissions, task forces and study groups, all concerned with some 
aspect of the organization of the US government for the conduct of 
foreign affairs. Very few of the main proposals of those reports had 
been acted on within five years of their first expression. But very 
few had not been adopted, in substantial measure, within 15 years. 

The second reason is that. even on the record of impact to date, 
the national investment in intermediaries has seemingly been highly 
cost-effective. Apart from those program costs whose equivalent 
would have been expended even in the absence of experiments. the 
total funding of the intermediaries from their foundings to the 
present seems not to exceed $300 million. The programs whose 
design and operation they • attempt to effect cost on the order of 
1,000 times as much each year. Improvement of those programs by 
even minute degrees would therefore justify the investment in 
intermediaries. And effects have not been minute. 

Does it follow, then, that the world of intermediaries five or ten 
years from now should look much as it does at present? That 
question introduces the last section of the paper. 

IV. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 

The issues about the future that the book would seek to 
illuminate, and that I want here only to raise. are grouped around 
two quite different questions: How might fotermediaries function 
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more effectively in their accustomed roles? And given the current 
constraints on social progress, should existing intermediaries, or 
other kinds of mediating institutions, take on new roles? ........ _. .... _, ., .. _ ... _...__ _____ _ --· 

a, Better Performance in Current Roles. This series of 
questions would simply try to distill, from the now considerable 
experience of the intermediaries with numerous issues and various 
funders and audiences, best current practice. In particular, it would 
seek to identify the effect on the probability of achieving policy
impact of various factors external to the intermediary, and of the 
means intermediaries can use to offset or take advantage of those 
factors. 

Among the. exiernal variables, for example, would be these: In 
order to have effect. must the experiment (or evaluation) convince 
mainly a legislative body, political level executives, senior 
bureacrats, field operators, or organized employees? If convinced, 
will they have the capacity to implement the likely findings? Will 
using such findings require only that users. believe them, or will they 
have to undergo deeper attitude-changes or, i f program operators, 
develop new skills, routines, procedures? Do potential using 
organizations contain persons able to operate as "brokers of 
innovation?" Are the findings likely to reinforce or to threaten the 
dominant interests of those organization? Has a potential user 
initiated the idea for the research or experiment? Whether or not it 
initiated the notion, has a possible user sponsored tho research? 
Have the producer and consumer organizations, or key individuals in 
each of them, ever worked together before? 

Some of the answers to those questions will be much more 
closely associated with experiments whose results were resisted than 
others. But the reason for reviewing the evidence about them is not 
mainly to identify factors making for difficulty. It is to try to 
establish what measures intermediaries have used, or might use, to 
most effectively offset their effects. Such measures might include 
asking potential users (or their superiors, or analysts they have 
worked with and trust) to participate in designing, monitoring or 
operating the experiment: producing detailed accounts of how it was 
managed; paying particular attention to how, how frequently. how 
intensively and to whom the results of the experiment are 
communicated and who is accorded public credit; considering how 
much and what kind of technical assistance might be offered for 
replication, and the like. 

I 
I 

·1 
I 

i 
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b. New Roles. The second and more radical question is 
whether the intermediaries, or other entities, ought to take on 
additional roles -and -~onsibiiities. -'fhe- question ts raised by7h~ 
current sense that, as noted earlier, the binding constraint on 
progress in many areas is not a lack of knowledge as to what works, 
but insufficient political or bureaucratic support for what is known to 
work, or inadequate entreprenurial energy or administrative 
capacity to make it work. 

What implications does this suggest for the intermediaries? In 
fields where crucial questions are still unanswered and where policy 
change and program development are occurring at reasonable rates 
there would seem to be few implications. These are fit arenas for 
intermediaries playing - effectively, one hopes - the traditional roles. 
When such arenas lack intermediaries and are important enough to 
justify such institutions, one question would be whether a new entity 
should be established or an existing intermediary encouraged to 
expand "horizontally" to enter it If - but probably only if - an 
existing intermediary has an appropriate reputation and capable 
leadership, and either has or can readily acquire the requisite skills, 
its expansion may be the better course. 

The harder. more common and more important questions about 
role arise in fields where uncertainty about what works is no longer 
(or was never) the constraint on better performance. The threshold 
questions in such fields wUl be whether any new institution, offering 
capacities not available in existing research or consulting or 
governmental bodies, might prove helpful. What capacities might 
those be? Essentially, those that extended downward the list that 
appears on page 6. That list ends with (vii) providing technical 
assistance to replicators, and (viii) packaging the essential elements 

· of the program to facilitate replication. As least two other functions 
might be added: (ix) providing turn-key set-up of systems 
incorporating best current practice in the field; and (x) for indefinite 
periods operating such "model" systems. 

Almost certainly, each of those four capacities, if present and 
well managed, would ease problems of bureaucratic inertia or 
resistance or, in the last case (of which private schools in a 
jurisdiction that employed a voucher · system, and privately operated 
prisons would be examples) would circumvent them. Developing 
those capacities would clearly produce a major social good - fully as 
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RTI, 

~----undertake-ix.--- ·· - ---· · ··"··- ----·-,-

But whether at least the last three functions are appropriate 
for many of the other intermediaries now in operation seems not at 
all clear. The answer will probably depend, field by field, on the 
comparative performance in finding financial support and 
demonstrating effective operation, of perhaps four differing kinds of 
institutions. One would be intermediaries like Vera or P/PV which 
attempted to focus far more effort on facilitating the start-up of 
model or replicated programs, but which also sought to remain active 

_in knowledge-development. Probably the principal question for 
them would be whether those two ends of the spectrum of functions 
can be combined in a single entity without compromising its clarity 
of purpose or its effectiveness at one end or the other, or at both. 

A second would be wholly new entities. also non-profits funded 
partly by foundations and federal agencies as well as their client 
organizations (or client constituencies) but oriented wholly toward 
the latter functions. The problem for them would probably be how 
to amass the requisite policy. programmatic and operating 
knowledge without having spent some time in knowledge
development and operations. a problem they would probably try to 
solve by hiring personnel from both current intermediaries and from 
government agencies. Conceivably some of the current 
intermediaries apart from RTI might try to transform themselves 
int-0 such entities, forswearing knowledge-development. The 
problem for them in the short term would be the internal conflict 
associated with any sharp change of organizational direction. In the 
longer term it would be remaining abreast of new knowledge and 
best practice. 

A third category of institution would consist of private for
profit service-providers operating at least in function x, as private 
hospitals, prisor~s. fire and sanitation services do now, and as 
voucher-supported schools would do. Were a market to develop, 
they might also perform functions vii-ix. A major disincentive to 
doing that, however, would be that those three former functions 
would compete with the latter, and the latter would almost surely 
produce the greatest profits. 
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Finally, it is well to recall the traditional notion that the 
performance of important social functions, especiaUy for the 
disadvantaged, is a public and therefore presumptively a 

1 4 

- --govetnmeTtta1 responsibility, -aricr-recat1 ·-a1so7hc ricglected truth that 
governments can sometimes produce innovation themselves -
especially with new organizations: TVA, OEO, NASA. It is not 
imoossiblc that in ,;:nm"' inrictf irtl nnc 17nu-"rn""•nt "".""~.... ....,; ""• . 
,1.1 .. m:.t>lv•:n1 :icrvc 11omc or all of tllc.se 1uu~llou~. ln an era of growing 
and justified concern for the decline in standing and attractiveness of 
public service, that potential should not be assumed away. 
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"getting the best practice 
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ground" as an agenda iten 
for the 2nd meeting of tr.e 
Commission. 

Progress report on the 
paper at 3rd meeting of 
the Commission; final 
report at 4th meeting of 
the Commission. 

Draft proposal prepared 
by AH 

Discussed at meeting 
of educators in Boston, 
suggestions made on 
how to do it. 

Next S teps 

Discuss at plan. grouf 
meetings 

No decision 

Discussed at meeting of No decision 
planning group, suggested 
that outline of paper 
be presented at 
12/13/88 meeting. 

Discussed at meeting of No decision 
senior policy advisors . 

Assignment list calls for 
draft of paper to be 
done before the 2nd 
meeting of the Commission . 
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Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

Project Log 
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Discussed at senior 
pol icy advisors meet ing; 
importance stress ed. 
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meet i ngs. Incorporate d 
into outline for 
final report. 
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Next Steps 

Due date TBD 

New proposal t o be 
draf ted with';-week s . 

By 

JR 
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"Best Practice" 

ifision Paper 

3tate of the Field 

)ptions Papers 
redraft of Personnel 
redraft of Community 
-orrect drafts of: 

knowledge base 
e. ch. age group 
young adults 
elem. age group 

write drafts of: 
college age group 
retired/elderly 
Hebrew language 
tuition 
physical plant 
innovations 

'R campaign/materials 

etworking with Jewish or
anizations -- develop 
trategies 

Tuwll group meetings 

JE document 

inal report 

elationship with local 
ommissions/federations 

nventory -- check with 
xperts, revise 

Assigned To 

JR 

AJN 
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Current Status 

to be part of final report 
draft due TBD 

draft by SF -- due TBD 

conceptual outline written by 
JR March 1, 1989 

to be done by SF -- due TBD 
to be done by HLZ -- due TBD 

to be done by SF -- due TBD 

to be done by JR -- due TBD 

Paula Berman Cole -- in progress 

list by JR completed? 
discussed at mtg. of 3/29 

TBD: 8-9/89? 

revised at meeting of 3/29 

second draft of outline to be written 
by AJN/JR 

Revision of Joel Fox's paper? 
strategy by HLZ? 
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Commission on Jewish Educati on in N.A. 

Mef:'ting of com1rii::=-i •:n Educatc,r;.:. 
Apr 11 5 , 19 89 

I. Mov ing For ward from De cember 13th. 

1. A focus on the enabling options of "personnel " and 
"community" . 

2. In relation to various pr ogrammallc areas . 

3 . The cha llenge to devise a workable strategy for 
addressing thesP effectively in the field as a 
way of la unching across-the-board change and 
improvement. 

r - AssumpU nn!'.; ahnut worki11q in the fif!lc'! . 

To respond to the above challenge it is necessary to demonstrate 
that the personnel and community option$ can indeed be acted upon 
in the comprehensive manner that they were f o rmulat ed . For personnel 
this involves recruitment, training, retenti<.111 uncl ~,rofession-buildincJ . 
Fnr the comm11t1ity this involves recruitlng outstanding l eadership , 
,hanglr1g tlw r·Un1at.c r.1nd 'JCnt·raiing slynifjcant ctd,l1tional funding . 

The following are some assumption! whi cl1 coula guide our working 
jn the flPl~ of J~wlRh Pdu~atlon. 

1. Jt i=- difficult t o mPf't thr chr1lleng .... of ch~1n,y c,n the 
nalionc.11 leve l alonC' beca 11 ::-e it is to(' c-omp1ex and vast. 
(1 1,is i s not t.£.. r ~]r::. ont th1:: direct involvPment of national 
agc?.cie~ (sec- 2g below). 

?. On the other hand there is good cause t~ believe thnt it couln 
be underlake11 011 tlie local level, for the following reasons : 

a . Much of education takes pla,e only on the local level. 

b. ThP scope of a local undertaking that would be comprehensivP 
could be manageable . There is sufficient enf'rgy and there 
are enough people t o undertake such a project. 

c . The results of a local undertaking would be tangible and 
visible and could generat e i nte r est and reactions tha t might 
lead to a natl onal debate on the important i5 $Ues of Jewish 
educati on . 

d . A local project could be managed ln a hands on manner . 
Therefore it could be constant l y improved and fine-tuned. 



c . There are i deas and programs (best practice) that if brought 
toge ther , in tegrat ed and implemPnted in one s ite coul d havP 
significantly gr c•at.<• r impact th,1n tht-y hc1ve todcly whf•n 
implementati on is fragmented . The who l e is greater tha n the 
sum o f its pclrts . 

f . Vi sions o f Jewi r,h e,ducatior1 could bf: lrc1nt,lc1tetl and e xpfrlmE-n t,:.d 
wi thin a limited and manageabl e way. 

g . Nati onal instituti ons and organizati ons could be mobilJ~cd 
f or such experimen tal programs. The y wou ld view thi s a s and 
opportunity to test and develop new conceptions for Jewi s h 
education . 

h . Pe op le c ou ld be rec ruited and mobilized for tangible local 
demonstrations . The pool could be expanded to include - in 
addition to the current cadre of outstanding educators . 

1. Rabbi s 
2. Scholars o f Judaica 
3. Feder at i on executives 
4. Jewish scholars i n the humanities and sc i ences . 

3. Local s i tes could be networked f o r greater impact. 

4. WorkJng on the local scene could take adva ntage o f work i ng both 
fr on the "bottom-up" and fr nm the " top-down " . 

JJI. Assumptions on Bringi ng About Change 

A number o f assumptions on h ow t o bring about change would gui de t he 
wor~ of implementing the Pnabling options. 

1 . The communlty and personnel optl on~ a r e interrelated nnd a joint 
st rategy involv ln~ bot h must be dev ls~J. Indeed , dedical~d anrl 
qualified per sonnel is likely lt affect the attitude of 
com,nuni ty leader ::: toward~ eclucatlon . Sl n11larl y, if the corninnnlty 
ranks education high on lts 11st of prlnrlt1es , mor e out standing 
p':'rf-Oli! • 1 1~ likely t o b(· -~ttr.:iC'tecl to the fii=:· ld. 

2 . Dealing e f fe~tivcly with the per sonne l l ssu~ will pr obably require 
a compr ehensi ve approach: r ecruitment, training profession-
bulldl11g an<) rE-tent1on wlll all have t o be dealt with simultaneousl y. 

3 . I n addition t o the complex package o f initiatives and interventi ~ns 
required by (1) and ( 1 ) above , the i ssue of the time necessar y to 
introduce change will have to be addressed. Thi s will require 
deci ding on an appropriate balance between : 

Short, medium and long term r esults. 



4. All key stakeholder~ will need t o be appr opr iately involved from 
the very heginning of thi s pr ocess . Thi s includes commissione r ~: , 
national orga ni zations and institutions , l ocal organizations and 
institutions , professionals (l ocal and nati onal), and fu nding 
sour ce~ . 

s . Significant queslion6 Gonce rning inn ovati on and implementation o f 
thP t wo enabling options - a nd of the programm,:1t i c options when 
they will be addressed - can only be re~oJven ln real - life 
situations, through the dynami cs o f thi nking for implementation 
and in the actual act of implementing. 

IV. Working Through Community Act ion Sites 

If the above assumption s make sense as g u i des to our work in the fi eJd , 
a fi uggested way t o operationalize these assumptions is for the commissi on 
t o decide to work wit h communities t o become Community Action Sites f or dealing 
wl th the community and personnel options . 

1 . By Community Act i on Site wP mPAn ~ site ( a community , a networ~ 
o f inst it ut i on$ , une major lnoljtutinn , Ptc . ) Where some o f the 
bes t ideas and programs in J e wi sh educa ti on would be initiated in 
as comprehensive a f orm as poss ibl e . Jt wou ld be a s ite where 
ideas where the ideas and e xperimental programs , would be undertaken. 
Work at. I.hi s si t.P wi1J he gui<'lrn by a vi ~inn n f wlint Jewi sh education 
at it s best can be . 

2. The assumption i mplicit in the suggestic:n of a Community Action Site 
i s that other communitie s wou ld be able to see what a successful 
approach t o the commun ity and pe r sonn~ l options coul d be like , and would 
be inspired to apply the lessons learned tn the ir pr ograms , in 
th~jr own communities. 

v . Hnw to I mplant the c ommuni ty Action Sile~ 

A:. Commlrnity Ac ti on Site::; were bel11g considered , .:1 number o f questions 
and issues related to their implementat i on ar ose . 

1. Implicll in the notion~; of change , innova~on , new 1nlt1at1ves , 
demonstrati o n , is the a ssumpti on tha t one 'knows what ::;hould and can 
be changed , innovated , demons tr ated in Je wi sh education needs to bP 
developed o r created. 

2. Programs f or implementati on ar e seldom successful when they are 
" top-d own " programs . comm11nlties must play a maj or role ln the 
initiation o f the idea , they must be full partners in the design of 
programs and in their implementati on . 



3. Numerous quest1on3 need to be addressed In consi de ring the Community 
Artinn Site ~ approach : Who w! ll underta~e the strategic thinking? Who 
wlll plan and ensure that the standards and goal s o f the Commission 
au· me1intained? Who wnl actively acco111pany the idea s thr ouglt thE"-lr 
RtRge8 of development and implementation? Who will deal wJth th~ 
unresol ve<.1 issues as they arise in implementati on? Who will see that 
things work , and that they c.:ir1 bt· r cpUcatc·d? Who wj JJ c<•ri:.lrkr ir;!;tJr"· 
of clia ngP lhroughout the universe o f Je wish education. 



comm1Be1on on Jewish Educat1on ln N.A. 
Meet 1 ng o £ co11111u ::,-.e, 1 on Eel uc,:t t JOf 5 

Apt i l 5 , l 9 8 9 

AGENDA 

Moving For ward from December 13th : The enabling options. 

!. Assumptions t o examine about working in the field. 

I. Assumptions to examine about the nature of change. 

1. work ing through Community Act i on Sjtes . 

,. • ow to implement Community Action Sites. 
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M E M 0 
March J l, 1989 

since we did not get the opportunity to complete our 
review of the paper on the IJE mechanism yesterday, l 
thought it might be helpful for your redrafting if I 
shared in writing some of my comments . (Please forgive 
the repetition of po ints I raised yes t e rday . ) 

I. Rationale f or creating a mec hanism 

I b~licvc that it must be emphasized that the rationale 
for IJE is both "positive" and "negative," i.e., it is 
grounded in what does ex ist and wha t does not. As in the 
contemplated Commission report , we s hou l d present this 
initiative as a complement, extens ion , and 
crystallization of efforts already underway and of ideas 
which arc already beginning t o gather momentum. I would 
take this tack for two reasons: 1) I t accurately 
reflects current r ealit y , wh i ch i s dynamic and moving in 
the same directions we have identifi ed ; 2) It will 
immediately posit i on the IJE as a~ a lly of existing 
changa efforts, and not a t h r eat, competitor, or implicit 
critic . 

The "negative" rationale is as we have discussed it: 
there is currently no place where resources 
(intellectual, human, financial) are f ocussed 
sufficiently to create a critical mass able to initiate 
and implement substantial change. 

II. Change Strategy 

I fully accept the premise that the primary locus for 
change efforts should be communities . I think that it i s 
correct that " solving the personnel crisis" on a 
continental l evel is inconceivable as a realistic short
or mid-term goal, and that the path to its eventual 
"solution•• (or substantial amelioration) passes through 
the l ocal cominunities. However , in order to effect 
significant change locally, the national contexts will 
have to be both addressed and involved as part of any 
truly comprehensive strategy. 
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To cite ono example, perhaps not the best, in the personnel are a: 
If we agree that one aspect of any comprehensive approach 
includes upgrading the professionalism of educators (a matter. of 
both training and profession-building}, linking local efforts to 
develop ongoing, high quality continuing professional education 
to national structures both for the provision of some of that 
training and for the certification of growth (as part of the 
profession-building component) seems to me important. I think 
comparable arguments could be made in the area of cornmunity
building. There is 1 e.g., no continental setting where top 
l eadership in Jewish education comes together (no GA or Biennial 
for Jewish education). In the long run, I don't see how the 
efforts to build a cadre of top leadership in Jewish education 
~ho will stay involved locally can succeed, without some national 
forum for them to come together . 

I am arguing, therefore, that in pres enting our strategy for 
change, we acknowledge tho need for keeping local efforts in sync 
with parallel and interrelated changes at the national and 
international levels. Even though the latter might not (and 
perhaps should not) be the IJE's responsibility in the same 
manner as stimulating and supporting l oca l change, there should 
be a clear identi fication of the importance o f the national 
components to the l~ng-term success o f the local initiatives . 

III. How t o make t his work 

T'he functions identified f or IJE arc all necessary and important. 
We do need to think carefully, howeve r, about how actually to do 
them all. 

This q,Jcstion is part of t he larger on~ of how the IJE will 
operate, its structure, staffing, etc. I believe that in 
answering these we should be guided both by our vision for IJE 
and a number of practical considerations. E.g., the functions 
envisioned in the planning paper for IJE are extensive. I am 
confident, based on our experience, that to do them all 
adequately would require a fairly sizable staff. Where in our 
already hard-pressed system ~ill we find the people to staff a 
sophisticated enterprise of t his type? What would be the 
implications of building a sizabl e permanent staff, both in terms 
of how IJE will be perceived by other actors and in tenns of th~ 
direct impact on the institutions from which such staff would 
have to come (robbing Peter to pay Paul)? Also, we need to ask: 
where and how arc some of these things already being done 
(albeit, perhaps, only partially and imperfectly), and where a nd 
how might they be done, other than in and by IJE itself, with 
appropriate redirection of resources? 

If a pa~t of our ~o•l ia to build the intra•t~u0tu~• to ~u•tain 
and diffuse innovation on a system-wide basis growing out of the 
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model action projects undertaken by the IJE, then there ar~ real 
advantages, l think, in strengthening infrastructures working in 
such areas as research, resource and information dissemination, 
consultatjon, and evaluation so that they will be equipped to 
perform these functions better over the long haul. If, e . g., the 
IJE becomes the place where field-wide data is available, where 
brokering between foundations and projects takes place, where 
staff for community action sites are being recruited, it will 
almost inevitably find itself called upon to play a broader r.ole 
as a service agency for the field as a whole than we env1s1on. 
Resisting those calls will have its own negatives attached. 

I would envision IJE as a highly flexible "strike force," which 
by virtue of the priority of its mission, prestige of its 
leadership, and talents and skills of its core staff will be able 
to orchestrate tha bringing to bear of a wide range of resources 
(including some which rnay have to be created) on the projects it 
chooses to undertake. These resources, however, need not be 
pel:"lnanently attached to IJE; nor should the resources be used 
only for IJE projects. Rather, IJE would work extremely closely 
with a range of agencies and institutions, beginning, but not 
ending, with CJF, JESNA, and JWB, to i dentify where its 
intervcnt1ons can be most productive, to assemble the "teams" it 
needs to work at the highest level with the community action 
sites, and to link the the community action sites with the 
appropriate resources outside IJE itself which would be needed to 
implement the designs for change which ar~ developed. 

IJE would draw upon what is already available in terms of talent, 
information , and resources, but which is today rarely used in a 
planful and coordinated manner to stimulate and support 
comprehensive community change. When it finds that what is 
needed is not currently available or is not of high enough 
quality, then IJE will need to decide how to make it available 
whether through IJE itself, or through turning to one of its 

collaborators and helping it develop what is needed (which may 
mean that it then becomes available to a wider domain than the 
community action site alone). 

In order to insure that IJE has enough "depth" to do this job -
and particularly to do the ongoing thinking, planning, and 
evaluation of strategies and models -- its core staff, which I 
would see as numbering only 2 or 3, could be augmented by 
"fellows," who would be attached to IJE for a period of time {one 
year?) to serve as the intellectual backbone of the enterprise. 
By using individuals on loan or leave from other institutions in 
this capacity, one would be gaining the dual benefit of insuring 
that the IJE staff remains well attuned to the day-to-day 
realities in other institutional settings (a problem we know well 
trom our consulting work), and enriching the institutions to 
which such "fellows" will return. 
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In general, I believe that in the long run IJE will be most 
successful if it is clearly perceived as bringing us to that "win 
- win" scenario we spoke of yesterday: one in which everyone 
clearly benefits and is strengthened by its work. Knowing how 
the Jewish world functions, that means somo immediate 
gratifications as well as long term improvements. The best way 
to provide these, I believe, is to insure that as many players as 
possible are involved significantly in IJE's work. 

Obviously, there are serious challenges operationally in creating 
a mechanism which works largely as an orchestrator and catalyst, 
and which does not control directly all of the resources it will 
require in order to fulfill its mission. But this will be 
inevitable at some level in all events, and I suggest that we 
make a virtue of necessity by accentuating the collaborative 
character of IJE. It should be not merely a resource for local 
communities which want to change, but a vehicle to enable the 
many institutions and agencies which are, genuinely, partners in 
the vision of t he Commission to be full partners in the 
realization o! that vision. 

Are all of th~se institutions really capable of performing at the 
level of excellence which we want to model? Probably not, which 
is why initiative, .selecti on , and coordination must remain in the 
hands of IJE . But, we must wager that at least some of them can 
be brought through their involvement to higher levels of 
p~rformance, or iri the end, we will l ose anyway. 

I hope these reflections are helpful in stimulating your ongoing 
thinking over the next few days and weeks. I look f orward to our 
continued discussions on how to make the Commission the launching 
pad for dramatic change which we want it to be. 
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I. Review of the IJE Concept 

A. Underlying Assumptions 

There was extensive discussion of the underlying assumptions to 
the draft ~oncept paper. 

l. It was suggested th•t work at the local level and significant 
change at the n.ttional level 111wat occur simultaneously. The 
paper should refer to continental service agencies and to the 
possible relationship of IJE to JWB, JESNA, Yeshiva, Brandeis , 
etc. The waya in which the continental and local bodies 
interact to create interventions and support systems should be 
spelled out more clearly. 

2. The docU111ent implies that North American Jewish education is in 
d a steady state. It was suggested that this is not the case, 

but that a dynamic environment already exists as evidenced by 
the existence of loc•l commissions on Jewish education. Does 
the IJE have maximum impact by plugging into processes already 
under way, by starting at the beginning in communities not 
already engaged, or through some combination? It was noted 
that, because the tJE would not be a service providing agency, 
it would be in a position to select locations where it could 
serve as an effective resource. 

3. The mission of the IJE 1s to sti111ulate and catalyze. Ono 
approach is to get things going on a local level and withdraw 
when a local effort can become self. sustaining. In light of 
this approach, the IJE should develop entities (o . g. 
co111missions) that include existing relevant institutions in 
local coD1111un1ties; the local federation should generally be 
dominant. 
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IL The IJE should function at the national level, while working on 
the local level to develop prototypes or 111odels which can be 
applied elsewhere . It will not provide regular sorvice on che 
local level. It will work closely with national organizations 
for diffusion purposes (application of lessons learned in one 
city to others). The IJE is intended to help identify locAl 
problems and seek national solutions. 

5. We should anticipate counter-assumptions and deal with them in 
advance. One such assumption might be that the denominations 
or training institutions are a sufficient means to solving the 
problems of personnel and co1111unity. 

6. Ye must assume that the ex.iating network of institutions in 
America has neither the money nor the existing capAcity to 
hring about the outcomea we seek. In addition to a written 
report, an outcome of the Co111111ission should be a way to enhanco 
the l1ktlihood of implementing goals for Jewish continuity: an 
institution to sealc resources and help implement change 
locally. Thie body should be free to experiment and innovate 
in local co111111Unities, in conjunction with federations, and link 
appropriately to denominations, The IJE•s role must be unique. 

The IJE is• ~earu of mobilizing the resources of the 
Commission. It must •ttablish an effective working 
relationship with current national bodies, The document should 
indicate how this would work while notin£ that there is much 
happening at present . 

B. Bringing Abou~ c_hange 
;, 

A discussion of the section of the concept paper entitled "Bringing 
About Change• yielded tho following suggestions: 

1. It would be useful to always include a time frame within which 
the IJE would work with a given local community. 

2. Many coramissioners ret&in strong interests in programmatic 
options. It would be useful to build a statement into tho 
paper explaining the link between the IJE approach and the 
programmatic options . 

3. In defining a community action site, discussion turned to the 
question of whether the lJE should consider working with jui.t 
one institution in a city, Th• conclusion was probably 
not-·that the key to change is to create a mechanism to work 
locally under the leadership of the federation--and that 
working with a single institution would dissip~te IJE's 
energy. However, the concept of working with a single 
ins.titution will be kept on the books as a possibility. 
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4. It is clear that the IJE will need to fully evolve over time . 
Our responsibility at present is to clarify the initial design 
end framework and to be as clear as possible regarding goals. 

5. There is overlap between some of the proposed responsibilities 
of IJE and much of what JWB and JESNA (and others) currently 
do. In clarifying the role of IJE, we should apply the test of 
where its contribution can be unique. It was suggostod that o 
paragraph be added to the document indicating that it is 
understood that "engineering" must take place among IJE and 
JESNA, GJF, JW&, and others. In addition, key institutional 
leadership ahould ait qn the IJE board. 

6. The issue of scope Must be considered further, It was felt 
that the IJE should have suffici&nt resources and capital to 
develop initi~tives on the local level. In addition, 
structured means should be developed (i.e. seminars, programs, 
communications, data collection and analysis) to enhance 
diffusion, 

7. 'While there are no models for the IJE within the field of 
education, we are aware of similar intermediary organizaLions 
such as LISC and the Enterprise Foundation which have 
successfully implo~ented similar concepts in other fields. 

c. Next Steps 

Participants were asked to review th.e remainder of the document and 
to submit comments to AJN. In addition. group members were 
encouraged to consider co~p•ting models and to submit them in 

~writing to AJN for dissemination and review, 

II. Involvement 9f Denomination§ 1n the Work Qf the Commission 

A. JW will prepare a list of the critical groups within each 
denomination, the major players, and their roles. This will be 
sent to AJN. 

B. What is our Objective? 

l. We should be in communication with each denomination so that 
when the IJE is working in a community, each denomination might 
participate appropriately, While the federation serves a 
convening role and IJE staff and service institutions help 
ihape the process, important content might be provided. by the 
denominations. 
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2. The denominations are heavily involved in the area of personnel 
becaw.e that's whore ~ost of the children are . While the 
process of change in the denoMination world is sometimes slower 
than within federations, if we can encourage a competitive 
atmosphere, we might create a cli•ate in which denominations 
would move more quickly. 

c. What should be done? 

Jsignment It was suggested that Ml.Ji along witb JW or AR. meet with Lamm, 
Schorsch, and Gottschalk. Each leader should be asked to help 
develop a machan1•• to involve that denomination. Lamm should be 
asked how we can approach Torah U'Mesorah, 

ignment 

III. Final Report - Rolling Outline 

A. General outline 

A proposed outline for a final report was reviewed and discussed , 
It was agreed that a document on vision is important as a rationale 
for the IJE concept. A review of the atate of the field provides 
a sense of urgency and emergency. The issue of Jewish education as 
a vehicle for Jewish continuity belongs at the forefront of the 
document. 

B. Conmnissioning Pap~rs 

The first section of the report might be called "Jewish Continuity 
~ at Risk. • In this section, the link between Jewish continuity and 

Jewish education should be e•t•blished, Work might begin on this 
first section of the report after the June Commission ~•eting, JR 
will draft a thought piece on alternative scenllrios for the content 
of the final report. This will be reviewed by internal staff ~nd 
then distributed to senior policy advisors for critique . It should 
be completed by June . 

. gnment JR requested that policy advisors review Exhibit 4- • "Co1111Dis&ioning 
Papers"••and provide him with feedback . 

IV . PR Status Report 

A. It was noted that we have engaged Paula Berman Cohen to coordinate 
public relations efforts and have establiched a PR Committee 
comprised of David Ariel , Paula Berman Cohen, Stephen Hoffman, 
Virginia Lavi, Morton M•ndel, Arthur Naparstek, Charles Ratner, 
Bennett Yanowit~, and Henry Zucker. 
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It was suggested that the June Conunission meeting should be an 
"event. 11 We should begin now to establish links with such 
publications as Moment. the New York Ilm~s, and the H~ll Stroet 

&Gignment Journal. MIB will arrange for Premior•s PR ropresentative to work 
with PSC in establishing contacts with the New York Times and the 

ssign111ent Wall Street Jou(pal. MU( will consider calling Herschel Blumberg 
and Paul Berger in an effort to interest ~oment in the Co111111ission. 

a. Interim Letter to Commissioners 

A draft letter to commissioners was reviewed. It was suggested 
that such a letter, to go out by April 15, should serve as an 
invitation to regional meetings and an update on act1vlt1,ea since 
the December 13 Meeting and should refer to a possible Collllllission 

siglllllent outcome in the form of an implementation mechanism. AJN will 
rewrite the letter. 

c. Content of Small Group Meetings 

It was noted that Charles Bronfman and Lester Crown have agreed to 
host regional meetings in New York and Chicago, reapectively. In 
addition, commissioner educators are scheduled to ~eet in New York 
on April 5. Following an extensive diiOU6Sion, it was concluded 
that the concept paper should not be distributed prior to these 
meetings . Staff will share th• issues and emerging assumptions, 
but not the conclusions. The purpose of the meetings should be to 
get input on major questions and to provide participants with a 
sense that there will be something beyond the Commission. 

CoD1111issioners should be engaged at the regional meeting and should 
have a sense that we are approaching a recommendation which we 

~ intend to make &t the June Commission meeting, 

The letter inviting collllllissioners to tha regional meetings should 
be on CoDllllission letterhead, should invite all people to either 
meeting, and should be accompanied by an outline of the issues 
under consideration. Confirmation lettars would come directly from 
Crown or Sronfman. 

(Note: It was subsequently felt by Commission leadership that such 
meetings are premature and will be deferred.) 

v. Commissioner Contact 

gnmcnt Group members assigned to contact individual commissioners will submit 
a written report on each such contact. VFL will keep a master book on 
all com.mi&sioner contacts and will bring it to each meeting. 

~nment The group reviewed the list of commissioners and determined which 
11thould bo eontaet•d :Lnd.:Lv:Ld,u~ll.y prior to tho J1.A1lc 14 utcoti.,'t!,, A 

sWIIIQary of those decisions is attached. 
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signment A memorandWll by JR setting forth a l i st of organizations in need of 
contact and recommendations for the nature of that contact was 
reviewed. 'this wil l be presented to the Public Relations 
Co111111ittee. 

s. Educators Meeting 

It was agreed that at the April 5 meeting of educators the issues 
and emerging aasumptions discussed at this Meeting would b& 
reviewed, discussed, and furthe r refined. 

VII . Tentative Dates for [uture Com11ission Meetings 

It was agreed that we would tentatively plan Cotmission meetings to 
occur in October 1989 and February 1990. Two possible dates for the 

1gnment next meeting are October 4 and (second choice) October 11. VFL will 
reserve the space and check these dates with our group of critical 
_p_articipants . 
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I . Introduction 

The chairman welcomed planning group membera and reviewed the agenda 
for the day . This was followed by a brief review of minutes of the 
planning, eroup meetings of February 7- 9. 

In a report on activi ties since the last meeting, it was noted that 
work has, focused on the issue of implernentstion in preparation for this 
meeting. 

II . The ii Concept 

Much of the day was spent in careful review of the paper proposing "An 
Instrumentality for Implementation ." 

A. The following general issues were raiGed: 

1 . Semantics 
,.. 

DiscoMfort was expressed with the use of the terms 
"instrumentality !or implementation" and "demonstration 
center.• The alternatives which w~re sugges ted and agreed 
upon, for the preaent , are "initiatives for Jewish ed1.1cation11 

(IJE) and "conununity action sites." 

2. The need for "bottom-up" along with " top-down" management 
should be clearly stated . This assumes that the majo~ f ocus of 
the IJE is to work with service institutions and communities to 
help them decide upon their needs and goals, It is important 
to be aware that these needs will vary by institution and 
community. The goal: to help each be the best it is ready co 
be . 

3. I t is import•nt to reflect in this document an intent to 
optimize the full potential of all existing institutional 
resources (JWB, Brandeis, CAJE, etc.). 
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4. Co11111unity can be defined to encompass the "enlarged fedoration 
family": the local federation, congregations and other 
bodies. 

5. How do we know that th.ere is interest in the services of the 
IJE? We might consider building in a pilot project so that a 
design might be teated before the entire project is launched . 

6. A clearer sense of the organization and related costs is 
needed. 

7. It would be useful to identify potential sources of resistance 
and to develop atrategies to overcome the resistance. 

8. This concept 1s dependent upon finding an effective le.ader. 

9. The IJ& is an "intermediary organization• capable of convening 
gtoups that might not otherwise cone together. It should have 
the power to leverage funding. It should assist with program 
deaign, monitoring and evaluation. 

10. It is not yet clear whether the IJE will be able to provide 
funding. It may operate on the prestige and ability of the 
board, the staff, and their ideas, It was noted that if the 
IJE were responsibl• for fundraiaing on an ongoing basis, this 
might detract from its central purpose. 

11, In the organizational design it was suggested that the term 
•professional advisory board• replace •academic team." 

B. Introductoty Remarks 

ft As a preface to a careful review of the concept paper, SF and AH 
made the following r emarks: 

l. The concept paper assumes that the issues of personnel and 
community must be approached on th• local level. It also 
aasumes that there are currently no known programs which, if 
replicated, could •olve the problems in the field. The 
strategy is to approa,ch the problems locally and demonstrate 
that there are things that can be done to improve the 
dtuation. 

2. It is assumed, further, that there are talented people who, 
under the right circumstances, could be encouraged to 
contribute and get involved. However, they must be identified 
and brought together to take action. It is believed that no 
looal community or existing organi~ation could bring this 
talent together, but that this 1a a role for IJE . 
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3. this would not be a simple dropping of "generic programs" into 
communitie.s • but a process 'ilihich would be carefully tailored lo 
each community involved1 and involve the community heavily. 

C. Assumptions 

1. The field of Jewish education is complex and vast. Efforts at 
innovation must be undertaken at the local level. 

2. There is no single co111111unity where a prototype can be 
implemented and fine-tuned for general application. Ins tead, 
there must be constant on-line fine tuning in a number of 
locations. This calls for close monitoring and ·evaluation. 
l ,1,. Le \.li11:< f\U.t'Y•,; vi: \.h11:< l.Jt \.Y l,,y,Ll\,1 \.ho;, pio'.Y\.Y\.Jt'"' au,J 1,1/: t \tc 

community action site to serve as the means of fine tuning and 
later dissemination. 

3. The purpose of the IJE is to facilitate the development and 
testing of p~ograms but not to become a service-delivery 
organiza.tion. 

o. Other Issues 

_.,. 

1. The IJE dealing with personnel and community is a means to 
reaching our goals. By the nature of this endeavor, the 
programmatic options will be involved. Personnel w1ll be 
developed for specific programs. 

2. ls personnel, by its nature, capable of change only over a lon& 
period? I t is believed that through a stronger recruitment 
process, new energy can be infused into a community relatively 
quickly . 

3. One goal is to identify selected lQcal problems and seek 
national solutions for them, 

The f'oregoing discussion accompanied .a careful review of the 
concept paper . Suggestions were made for revision of the paper 
which were incorporated in a rewrite prepared for presentatiQn at 
the senior policy advisors meeting Qf March 30. 

E. Tentative Timetable 

The following is a possible timetable for implementing the IJE 
concept: 

June 1,9~9 · ~Olllllliiiion meeting• general agreement to the IJE 
concept. 

November 1989 • present the final paper on the concept and the 
beginning outcomes of a director search. 

February 1990 - ·present the director to the Commission. 
June 1990 • first report of the IJE director ; first meeting of 

the IJE board. 
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Tho group discussed the nature of contact to occur with commissioners 
prior to the June 14 aeeting. It was agreed that the commissioners 
should be given a &ense of the issues and we should determine if we 
have consensus on the general concept of the IJE. 

A. Charles Bronf~an and Lester Crown have agreed to host regional 
meetings in New York and Chicago , respectively, on May 6 and 9. 

B. In addition, a meeting of commissioners who are Jewish educators is 
scheduled to take place on April 5 i-n New York. Depending on the 
outcome of this meeting, participants may be asked to attend 
regional meetings, as well. 

C. At these meetings and in any contacts vith commissioners, it will 
be important to test their views without manipulating them. 

D. The nature of the interaction at these meetings and in one-on-one 
meeting~ with specially identified commiasioners was reserved for 
discussion with the senior policy advisors on Karch 30. It was 
agreed that a draft talk ahQ\'~ wo1,1ld \>o developed by no later than 
April 15 by SF and AH and would include a list of items to discuss, 
items not to discuss, and potential risks . In addition to members 
of the planning group, our repreaentativea from JWB, JESNA, and CJF 
a;huultl u!VJetw and 1tppr·uv111 LIiia; U:OcW11•11l . 

IV. ~eparation for March 30 Meeting of Senior Policy Advisors 

The agenda for the March 30 meeting of senior policy advisors was 
reviewed and revised in light of this meeting . 
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Agenda 

I . Progress report (12/13 to 3/30) - From enabling 
options to implementation mechanism; how did we 
get there? 

The IJE concept 

1 . What are the advantages? 

2 . What are the limitations? 

II . Discuss ways to fully involve leaders from the 
denominations in our wor k 

III . Review Commission report - rolling outline 

I V. PR status report 

- Draft of lette r to commissioners 

V. Progress r eport on outreach - meeting of e ducators 

VI . Discuss tentative dates for 4th Commission meeting 

VII . Review commissioners ; plan nature of contacts to 
occur with commissioners before 6/14 
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DRAF T 

March 30, 1989 

Dear ________ _ 

At the last meeting of the Commission on December 18th, a number of 

options were considered. The Commission opted to focus its work initially on 

two topics: 

1. Dealing with the shortage of qualified personnel for Jewish 

education. and 

2. Dealing with the community -- its structure, leadership and 

funding, as keys to across-the-Board improvements in Jewish 

education. 

At the same time, many commissioners urged that work also be undertaken in 

various programmatic areas (e.g. early childhood, day schools, supplementary 

schools et. al.) 

One challenge facing us now is to develop creative, effective and feasible 

approaches for dealing with the topics at hand (personnel and community) and 

to launch the process that will bring across-the-board improvement and change. 

The staff is attempting to respond to this challenge and is preparing practical 

ideas and tangible proposals. They are developing a plan which, I believe, is 

exciting as it promotes change and innovation in Jewish education with local 

communities, and has the power to inspire change elsewhere as well. 

Numerous questions need to be addressed by the Commission as we consider 

this approach. Therefore, I believe that at this time it is important for us to 



respond to these ideas and consider our next steps together. Several of you 

have suggested that this might best be done in a setting where there would be 

be ample opportunity for each and everyone of us to fully discuss these matters. 

I was, therefore, pleased that two of our commissioners - Charles Bronfman and 

lester Crown - have agreed to host meetings of Commissioner before our next 

full meeting of the Commission on June 14th. 

We will be in touch with you to try and coordinate schedules as effectively as 

possible. 

At these meetings we will be able to guide our staff so that at the next meeting of 

the Commission, we can move the process along and take some concrete 

decisions. 

I look forward to your participation in the group meetings as well as at our next 

meeting of the Commission on June 14th. 

2 
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4/5/89 DRAFT (mar30mtg) 

MINUTES: Senior Policy Advisors Meeting 

DATE: March 30, 1989 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED: April 

PRESENT: Morton L. Mandel, Chairman, David Ariel, Seymour Fox, 
Annette Hochstein, Stephen H. Hoffman, Virginia F. Levi 
(Sec'y), Arthur J. Naparstek, Joseph Reimer, Arthur 
Rotman, Herman Stein, Jonathan Woocher 

GUEST: Herbert Millman 

COPY TO: Carmi Schwartz, Henry L. Zucker 

I. Review of the IJE Concept 

A. Underlying Assumptions 

There was extens ive discuss ion of the underlying assumptions to 

the draft concept paper. 

1. It was suggest ed that work at the local level and signi ficant 

change at the national level must occur simultaneous ly . The 

paper should refer to national agencies and to the possible 

relationship of IJE to JWB , JESNA, Yeshiva, Brandeis, etc. The 

ways in which the national and local bodies i n teract to create 

interventions and support systems should be spelled out more 

clearly. 

2. The document implies that North American Jewish education is in 

a steady state. It was suggested that t his is not the case, 

but that a dynamic environment already exists as evidenced by 
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the existence of local commissions on Jewish education. Does 

the IJE have maximum impact by plugging into processes already 

under way, by starting at the beginning in communities not 

already engaged, or through some combination? Tt was noted 

that, because the IJE would not be a service providing agency, 

it would be in a position to select locations where it could 

serve as an effective resource. 

3. The mission of the IJE is to stimulate and catalyze. It should 

get things going on a local l evel and withdraw when a local 

effort can become self-sustaining. In light of this approach, 

the IJE should develop entities that are part of existing 

institutions in local communities; the local federation should 

be dominant. 

4. The IJE should function at the national level to do what no 

other national organization can whi le working on the local 

level to develop prototypes or models which can be applied 

elsewhere. It will not provide service on the local level. 

It will work closely with national organizations for diffusion 

purposes {application of lessons learned in one city to 

others). The IJE is intended to identify local problems and 

seek national solutions. 

5. We should anticipate counter-assumptions and speak to them in 

advance. One such assumption might be that the denominations 
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or training i nstitutions are a means to solving the problems of 

personnel and community. 

6. We must assume that the existing network of institutions in 

America has neither the money nor the capacity to bring about 

the outcomes we seek. In addition to a written report, an 

outcome of the Commission should be a way to enhance the 

likelihood of implementing goals for Jewish continuity: an 

institution to seek resources and implement change locally. 

This body should be free to experiment and innovate in local 

communities, in conjunction with federations, and link 

appropriately to denominations. The IJE's role must be unique. 

The IJE is a means of mobilizing the resources of the 

Commission. It must establish a relationship to current 

national bodies without becoming another national 

organization. The document should indicate how this would work 

while noting that there is much happening at present. 

B. Bringing About Change 

A discussion of the section of the concept paper entitled "Bringing 

About Change" yielded the following suggestions: 

1. It would be useful to develop a plan which would include a time 

frame within which the IJE would work with a local community. 
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2. Many commissioners retain strong interests in programmatic 

options. It would be useful t o build a statement into the 

paper explaining the link between the IJE approach and the 

programmatic options. 

3. In defining a community action site, discussion turned to the 

question of whether the IJE should consider working with just 

one institution in a city. The conclusion was probably 

not--that the key to change is to create a mechanism to work 

locally in partnership with the federation--and that working 

with a single institution would dissipate IJE's energy. 

However, the concept of working with a single institution will 

be kept on the books as a possibility. 

4. It is clear that the IJE will evolve over time. Our 

responsibility at present is to clarify the design and 

framework and to be as clear as possible regarding its goals. 

5. There is overlap between some of the proposed responsibilities 

of IJE and much of what CJF and JESNA currently do. In 

clarifying the role of IJE, we should apply the test of where 

its contribution can be unique. It was suggested that a 

paragraph be added to the document indicating that it is 

understood that engineering must take place among IJE and 

JESNA, CJF, JWB, and others. In addition, key institutional 

leadership should sit on the IJE 

board. 
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6. The issue of scope must be considered further. It was felt 

that the IJE should have sufficient resources and capital to 

develop initiatives on the local level. In addition, 

structured means should be developed (i.e. seminars, programs, 

communications, data collection and analysis) to enhance 

diffusion. 

7. While there are no models for the IJE within the field of 

education, we are aware of similar intermediary organizations 

such as the Manhatten project, LISC, and the Enterprise 

Foundation which have successfully implemented similar concepts 

in other fields. 

C. Next Steps 

Participants were asked to review the remainder of the document and 

to submit comments to AJN. In addition, group members were 

encouraged to consider competing models and to submit them in 

writing to AJN for dissemination and review. 

II. Involvement of Denominations in the Work of the Commission 

A. JW will prepa~e a list of the critical groups within each 

denomination, the major players, and their roles. This will be 

sent to AJN and marked confidential. 
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B. W'hat is our Objective? 

1. We should be in communication with each denomination so that 

when the IJE is working in a community, each denomination would 

participate. While the federation serves a convening role and 

IJE staff shapes the process, the content might be provided by 

the denominations and other community leaders. 

2. The denominations have power in the area of personnel because 

that's where most of the children are . While the process of 

change in the denomination world is often slower than within 

federations, if we can encourage a competitive atmosphere, we 

might create a climate in which denominations would move more 

quickly. 

C. What should be done? 

It was suggested that MLM meet with Lamm, Schorsch, and Gottschalk 

as well as JW or AR. Each leader should be asked to help develop a 

mechanism t ,o involve that denomination. With respect to Torah 

U'Mesorah, the question should be "How can we approach Torah 

U'Mesorah in light of our commitment to Centrist Orthodoxy?" 

Ill. Final Report - Rolling Outline 

A. General Outline 

A proposed outline for a final report was reviewed and discussed. 

It was agreed that a document on vis ion is important as a rationale 

for the IJE concept. A review of the state of the field provides 
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a sense of urgency and emergency. The issue of Jewish education as 

a vehicle for Jewish continuity belongs at the forefront of the 

document. 

B. Commissioning Papers 

The first section of the report might be called "Jewish Continuity 

at Risk." In this section , the link between Jewish continuity and 

Jewish education should be established . York might begin on this 

first section of the report after the June Commission meeting. JR 

will draft a thought piece on alternative scenarios for the content 

of the final report. This will be r eviewed by internal staff and 

then distributed to senior policy advLsors for critique . It should 

be completed by June. 

JR requested that policy advisors review Exhibit 4--"Commissioning 

Papers"--and provide him with feedback. 

IV. PR Status Report 

A. It was noted that we have engaged Paula Berman Cohen to coordinate 

public relations efforts and have established a PR Committee 

comprised of David Ariel, Paula Berman Cohen, Stephen Hoffman, 

Virginia Levi, Morton Mandel, Arthur Naparstek, Charles Ratner, 

Bennett Yanowitz , Henry Zucker. 
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It was suggested that the June Commission meetings should be an 

"event. " Ye should begin now to establish links wit h such 

publications as Moment, the New York Times, and the Wall Street 

Journal. MLM will arrange for Premier ' s PR representative to wo rk 

with PBC in establishing contacts with the New York Times and the 

Yall Street Journal. MUI will also call Herschel Blumberg and Paul 

Berger in an effort to interest Moment in the Commi ssion. 

B. Interim Letter to Commissioners 

A draft letter to commissioners was reviewed. It was sugges ted 

that such a letter, to go out by April 15, should serve as an 

i nvitation to regional meetings and an update on activities since 

the December 13 meeting and should r efer to a possible Commission 

outcome in the form of an i mplementation mechanism. 

C. Content of Small Group Meetin&s 

It was noted that Charles Bronfman and Lester Crown have agreed to 

host regional meetings in New York and Chicago, respectively. In 

addition, commissioner educators are scheduled to meet in New York 

on April 5. Following an extensive discussion, it was concluded 

that t he conc~pt paper should not be distributed prior to these 

meetings. Staff will share the issues and emerging assumptions, 

but not the conclusions . The purpose of the meeting should be to 

get input on major questions and to provide participants wi th a 

sense that there will be something beyond the Commission. 
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Commissioners should be engaged at the regional meeting and should 

have a sense that we are approaching a recommendation which we 

intend to make at the June Commission meeting. 

The letter inviting commissioners to the regional meetings should 

be on Commission letterhead, should invite all people to either 

meeting, and should be accompanied by an outline of the issues 

under consideration. Confirmation letters would come directly from 

Crown or Bronfman. 

V. Commissioner Contact 

Group members assigned to contact individual commissioners will submit 

a written report on each such contact. VFL will keep a master book on 

commissioner contact and will bring it to each meeting. 

The group reviewed the list of commissioners and determined which 

should be contacted individually prior to the June 14 meeting. A 

summary of those decisions is attached. 

VI. Outreach 

A. Progress Report 

A memorandum by JR setting forth a list of organizations in need of 

contact and recommendations for the nature of that contact was 

reviewed. This will be presented to the Public Relations 

Committee. 
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B. Educators Meeting 

It was agreed that at the April 5 meeting of educators the issues 

and emerging assumptions discussed at this meeting would be 

reviewed, discussed, and further refined. 

VII. Tentative Dates for Future Commission Meetings 

It was agreed that we would tentatively plan Commission meetings to 

occur in October 1989 and February 1990. The two October dates, which 

will be checked with our group of critical participants, are October 4 

and (second choice) October 11. 
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MINUTES: Planning Group Meeting 
Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

DATE: March 29, 1989 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED: April 

PRESENT: 

COPY TO: 

Morton L. Mandel, Chairman, Seymour Fox, 
Annette Hochstein, Virginia F. Levi (Sec'y), 
Arthur J. Naparstek, Joseph Reimer, Herman D. Stein, 

Henry L. Zucker 

I. Introduction 

The chairman welcomed planning group members and reviewed the agenda 

for the day. This was followed by a brief review of minutes of the 

planning group meetings of February 7-9. 

In a report on activities since the last me.eting, it was noted that 

work has focused on the issue of implementation in preparation for this 

meeting. 

11. The ii Concept 

Much of the day was spent in careful revie"1 of the paper proposing "An 

Instrumentality for Implementation." 

A. The following general issues were raised: 

1. Semantics 

Discomfort was expressed with the use of the terms 

"instrumentality for implementation" and "demonstration 

center." The alternatives which were suggested and agreed 
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upon, for the present, are "initiatives for Jewish education" 

(IJE) and "community action sites." 

2. The need for "bottom-up" rather than "top-down" management 

should be clearly stated. This assumes that the focus of the 

IJE is to work with communities to help the.m decide upon their 

needs and goals. It is important to be aware that these needs 

will vary by community. The goal: to help each community be 

the best it is ready to be. 

3. It is important to reflect in this document an intent to 

optimize the full potential of existing national resources 

(JWB, Brandeis, CAJE, etc . ). 

4. Community can be defined to encompass the "enlarged federation 

family": the local federation, denominations, and synagogue 

movement. 

5. How do we know that there is interest in the services of the 

IJE? We might consider building in a pilot project so that a 

design might be tested before the entire project is launched. 

6. A clearer sense of the organization and related costs is 

needed. 
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7. It would be useful to identify potential sources of resistance 

and to develop strategies to overcome the resistance. 

8. This concept is dependent upon finding an effective leader. 

9. The IJE should be an "intermedi ary organization" capable of 

conveni ng groups that might not otherwise come together . It 

should have the power to leverage funding. It should assist 

with program design as well as monitoring and evaluation. 

10. It is not yet clear whether the IJE will be able to provide 

funding. It may operate on the prestige and ~bility of the 

board, the staff, and their ideas. It was noted that if the 

IJE were responsible for fundra ising on an ongoing basis, this 

would detract from its central purpose . 

11. In the organizational design it was suggested that the term 

"professional advisory board" replace "academic team." 

B. Introductory Remarks 

As a preface ~o a careful revi ew of the concept paper, SF and AH 

made the following remarks: 

1. The concept paper assumes that the issues of personnel and 

community must be approached on the local level. It also 
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assumes that there are currently no programs which, if 

replicated, could solve the prob lems in the field. The 

strategy is to approach the problems locally and demonstrate 

that there are things that can be done to improve the 

situation. 

2. It is assumed , further, that t here are tal ented peopl e who, 

under the right circumstances, could be encouraged to 

contribute and get involved. However, they must be identified 

and brought together to take action. It is believed that no 

local community or organization could bring this talent 

together, but that this is a role for IJE. 

3. This would not be a dropping of "generic programs" into 

communities, but a process which would be carefully tailored to 

each community involved. 

C. Assumptions 

1. It is assumed that there is no place in Jewish education where 

a prototype can be built. This means that a concept must be 

developed-and tested. 

2. There is no single location where, after a prototype has been 

built, it can be implemented and fine-tuned for general 

application. Instead, there must be constant on-line fine 
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tuning. This is the concept of the "feedback group." It is 

the purpose of the IJE to build the prototype and of the 

community action site to serve as the means of fine tuning. 

The purpose of the IJE is to facilitate programs that deliver 

service, not to deliver the services itself. 

D. Other Issues 

1. The IJE represents a set of goals. Dealing with personnel and 

community is a means to reaching our goals. By the nature of 

this endeavor, the programmatic options will be involved. 

Personnel will be developed for specific programs . 

2. Is personnel, by its nature, limited to long-term results? It 

is believed that through the recruitment process, new energy 

can be infused into a community relatively quickly. 

3. One goal is to identify local problems and seek national 

solutions. 

The foregoing discussion accompanied a careful review of the 

concept paper. Suggestions were made for revision of the paper 

which were incorporated in a rewrite prepared for presentation at 

the senior policy advisors meeting of March 30. 
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E. Tentative Timetable 

The following tentative timetable for implementing the IJE concept 

was proposed: 

June 1989 - Commission meeting - general agreement to the IJE 

concept. 

November 1989 - present the final paper on the concept and the 

beginning outcomes of a director search. 

February 1990 - present the director to the Commission. 

June 1990 - first report of the IJE director; first meeting of 

the IJE board. 

III. Commissioner Contact 

The group discussed the nature of contact to occur with commissioners 

prior to the June 14 meeting. It was agreed that the commissioners 

should be given a sense of the issues and, to the degree possible, we 

should have consensus on the general concept of the IJE. 

A. Charles Bronfman and Lester Crown have agreed to host regional 

meetings in New York and Chicago, res?ectively, on May 8 and 9. 

B. In addition, a meeting of commissioners who a r e Jewish educators is 

scheduled to take place on April 5 in New York. Depending on the 

outcome of this meeting, participants may be asked to attend 

regional meetings, as well. 
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C. At these meetings and in any contacts with commissioners, it will 

be important to test their views without manipulating them. 

D. The nature of the interaction at these meetings and in one-on-one 

meetings with specially identified commissioners was reserved for 

discussion with the senior policy advisors on March 30. It was 

agreed that a talk sheet would be developed by no later than April 

15 [by SF and AH?) and would include a list of items to discuss , 

items not to discuss, and potential risks. In addition to members 

of the planning group, our representatives from JWB, JESNA, and CJF 

should review and approve this document. 

IV. Preparation for March 30 Meeting of Senior Policy Advisors 

The agenda for the March 30 meeting of senior policy advisors was 

reviewed and revised in light of this meeting. 
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MEMORANDUM ON T HE COMMISSION AND THE DEN'Ol·1I JJATI ONS 

1. THE PROBLEM 

a) By denominations, we mean the na t i onal and l ocal synagogue 
and rabbinical organiZQtions ~swell as addi tional groups such a s 
Torah U'mesorah . 

b) As the Coltllnission approaches tha stage ot recornmendations, 
and thereafter implementation, the denominations, wh o are the 
maj -or deliverers of educational service&, are likely to feel that 
they have not been involved in the decision-making process. 

c ) The denominations may respond by complaini ng, r efusing to 
par t i cipate, or worse. 

2 , POSSIBLE APPROACHES 

a ) Invite the denominational gr oups t o join the Commission, 

b ) Invite them to participate in whatever groups (taskforcea, 
sub-c.orrunittees, etc . ) a re given the responsi bility to deal with 
the content of the recornmenda tions ot the Commission, e, g, the 

1j 
c ) Invite them to j oi n the board o! t he s uccessor to t he 
Commission or the board of the ii. 

3. STEPS TO BE TAKEN 

a} MLM should meet with t he presi dents or the insti tutions o! 
higher Jewish learning (Y.U. , J .T. S . , H.U. C.) and discus& how t o 
begi n the dialogue with t h e d enominations . Lamm, Schorsch and 
Gottschalk have different pos itions and degree s of intluenc~ and 
sensitivities to their denominational constituencies. 

Co~missioners who play an important rola in a denomination 
(Melton, Ratner, J esselson , Koschits ky, etc,) might participate 
in these meet i ngs, a long with staff. 

b ) These meetings will hel p us to decide how t o pr oceed . 

c ) We might choose from among the tt possible Approaches" listed 
abovQ. 

d ) New or different approaches might emerge at these meetings. 

e ) A d i fferent approach might be adopted f or each denominat ion. 

I'-( I 
1 
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J crusal~m Meetings 
Maroh 10, 1980 
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Out line for fina l RcporL 

I 

I. Jewish Educat ion o t ~ Croos r ond 

/1.. /1. c hanging Jowish community 

o. Who ore we l 6osing? 

c. Roqulcements of J ewish continuity 

D. What is tr.o proper basis of Jowish education? 

II. What i s the Stato of the field? 

rrr. The opportunity 

A. Wave ot Conact.au&ne&& 1 n t.he OiA&porn 

8. Wavo of Programs and Innovation 
( see Joel Fox pa~er) 

IV. Uest P=actises 

...,_P. 13-'20 

s 

_..:\. Ono vision - W-nat i s one i deal scenario ror the ne.Y.t 
Hillenium 

'J. One Plan 

One t-:e w Framework: 

enabling 
option& 

---> personnel 
cor.uut:.nity 

---~ pro-;rzilnm~tic 
optiono 

VI. Implementing the Plan (Innovation Hodel) 

A. Innovation thrcugh 

l. Pnrtialization 

2 . Prototype based on a partl filiz~tio~ p r~C833 

vrr. Conc l~s:ion 
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3/28/89 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

Assign 
Name I ment I Suggested contact between 3/30/89 and 6/14/89 

-----------------------1-------1--------------------- ------------------- -- --- - -- ----
I. LA y LEADERS I I ,( I 

I I /·• f 
1. Mona Ackerman I AJN I 

------- ---- -- ----------l-------l------- ---- ----- ------------------------------------
2. Ronald Appelby I AJN I ? J ii-' 

-----------------------1-------1----------------------------------------------------
3. David Arnow I JR I AH saw 2/89. Will call 4/89. If there is a 

I small group meeting, no further contact needed. 
-----------------------1------ - ------- ----- - ----- ------ ---------------- -------··· - · 

I 
4. Mandell Berman I AJN I ' 

---------------------- -1----- -- ----------·····--···-·--·--·-·---···-·----·-···-··-· 
5. Charles Bronfman I SF 

6. John Colman HLZ 

7. Maurice Corson 

SF saw 2/89. MLM saw 3/89. 
small group meeting. 

HLZ will contact by telephone 

HLZ will contact personally 

Slated to host 

8. Lester Crown 

HLZ 

SF SF saw 2/89. MLM and SF will see 3/29/89. 
Slated to host small group meeting 

9. Stuart Eizenstat AJN 

10. Eli Evans HLZ HLZ will contact by phone or personally 
····· --·-------·------·l-······ ·········-·······-···-----------·------------··-·-·-
11. Irwin Field AR 

12. Max Fisher Mill 

I 
13. Joseph Gruss I 
········--··--·-------· -------1-·-···· - -··-···-··-····-···-----·--·-----·--··---·--
l4. Robert Hiller HLZ I HLZ will contact personally 
-·-·-------------·----· ··--·--l-··· · ·· ·· ···----····------------ ----- --·----·······-
1s. David Hirschhorn HLZ I HLZ will contact by phone or personally; SF is 

I scheduled to see 4/3 
-···---·--------------· -------1·--·-------------------·· -------·-----·---·--·--·---

I I 
16. Ludwig Jesselson I AH I AH will try to see 4/89 (difficult to arrange). 
······-··-----·---·-··-l···-···l---------·-------·-·---·- - ·-······ ···--· ----------- -
11. Henry Koschitzky I JR I SF saw informally 2/89. 
--···-------·--·-----·-l·------l·----·--··--··--·----------··-------·--···--··-····-
18. Mark Lainer I JR/AJNI 
·-··--·-·-···-····-····l··--··-1-·--···---·---···-···--···-------------------··-···· 

I I 
19 . Robert Loup I AH I AH will call 4/89. 
·-·--··----··· · · ··-··--1·-·-·-·I········-····-·--------·-------····-----·-·····-···· 



3/28/89 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

Assign 
Name ment I Suggested contact between 3/30/89 and 6/14/89 

------- 1----------------------------------------------------
20. Morton L. Mandel AH I 

--- --- -1 --- -- ---------------------- ------------ -------------
21. Matthew Maryles AJN I _ _____ _ , ___ ____________________ -...{ ___________________________ _ 

I 
22. Florence Melton AH I AH will try to see 4/89 . 

-------1----------------------------------------------------
23. Donald Mintz AR I 

-------1------------------------------------- ---- ---- -------
24. Lester Pollack AR 

25. Charles Ratner SF SF saw 2/89. Will call 4/89. 

26. Harriet Rosenthal AR 

27. Esther Leah Ritz AH/AR AH saw 2/89. Will see 4/5/89. 

28. Lionel Schipper AJN 

29. Daniel Shapi ro AJN 

30. Peggy Tishman 

31. Bennett Yanowitz 

II . PRES, HIGHER ED 

32 . Alfred Gottschalk 

33. Norman Lamm 

34. Ismar Schorsch 

35. Arthur Green 

III. SCHOLARS/EDUCATORS 

36. Seym Martin Lipset 

AH/AJN 

AJN 

MLM/SF I SF called 2/89. Will see 4/89 . 
------- 1--- - ------------------------- -- ------ - ---- ----------

MLM/AH I AH will see 4/3/89. 
------- 1----------------------------------------------------

MLM/AHI AH will see 4/3/89. 
-- ----- 1--- ----- -- ------------ --- --- ----- ---- ----- ----------
JR I 

------- 1------------------ ----------- -------- -- -- -------- ---
I 
I 
I 

SF I SF saw 2/89. Will see 4/89. 
------- 1---- - -- - - -------------------------------------------

I 



3/28/89 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

Assign 
Name I ment I Suggested contact between 3/30/89 and 6/14/89 

- ---------- -- ---------- -------1----------------------------------------------------
IV. JUDAIC SCHOURS I 

I 
37. Isadore Twersky SF I SF saw 2/89. Will see 4/89. 

V. JEWISH EDUCATORS 

38. Jack Bieler 

39. David Dubin 

40. Joshua Elkin 

JR 

AR 

JR 

41. Irving Greenberg JR 

42. Carol Ingall 

43. Sara Lee 

44. Alvin Schiff 

VI. RABBIS 

JR 

SF 

AJN 

SF called 2/89. Will see 4/89. 

45. Haskel Lookstein I AJN AH saw 1/89. 
-----------------------1------- ----------------------------------------------------
46. Harold Schulweis I JR 
-----------------------1------- ----- ----- - --- --- -- ----------- --- -- --- --- --- ---- --- -
47. Isaiah Zeldin I JR I 
-- ---------------- -- ---1------- 1- ---- --------- ------ ------ --- -----------------------

I I 
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3/28/89 

~ /-l 
CommiJ ion on Jewish Education 

Assign 
Name I ment I Suggested contact between 3/30/89 and 6/14/89 

---- -- --------- --------1-------1------ -- ---- - ----------------- - ----- -------------- --
I. lAY LEADERS I I 

I I 
1. Mona Ackerman I AJN I 

-------------- --------•1-------1-------------- --- -- ---------------------------------
2. Ronald Appelby \ . / I k1'N" \o i 

---------- -----------¥)-----~ -----~------ -------- -- ------------------------------
3 . David Arnow I JR I AH saw 2/89. Will call 4/89. If there is a 

j I small group meeting, no further contact needed. 
-----------------------1---- - -- 1---------- - ----------------------- -------------- ----

I I 
Mandell Berman \J I AJN I 

-------- - -------- - -----1-------1----------------------------------------------------
5. Charles Bronfman I SF I SF saw 2/89. Mill saw 3/89. Slated to host 

I j small group meeting. 
----- ------- - ----------1-------j------------------------------- -- ------- -- ----------
6. John Colman I HLZ I HLZ will contact by telephone 

--------- -- ------------1-------1---------------------------------------- ------ -- ----
✓ I I 

7. Maurice Corson HLZ I HLZ will contact personally 
- ----- -- · ··------- -- --- -------j-------- - -------------------------------------------
8. Lester Crown SF I SF saw 2/89. Mill and SF will see 3/29/89. 

I Slated to host small group meeting 
-------- - -------- - ----- ------ - ,--------------------------- ------ -------------------
9 . Stuart Eizenstat AJN I 

-------- - --------- -- --- -------1--------------------------- ------- --- - ------ -- ------
I 

10. Eli Evans V HLZ I HLZ will contact by phone or personally 
--------- -------------- -------1--------------------- ------------------ ------- -- ----
ll. Irwin Field r AR )~ I 

---- ------------- - -- -------1- -- -- ------- ------- --- -- --- ---------------- - --------

~:~- -~~~-~~~~~~---V ___ -~~---1----------------------------------------------------
r I 

13. JosephGruss 1/-'1 +I .;~ 
--------------------- ---1------ -1---- ------------------------------------- -----------
14 . Robert Hiller I HLZ I HLZ will contact personally 
----- --- ---------- -- ---1-------1------------------------------------ -- --------------
15. David Hirschhorn l HLZ I HLZ will contact by phone or personally; SF is 

\/1 I scheduled to see 4/3 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I I li(tt to 
16. Ludwig Jesselson I AH I AH will try to see 4/89 (difficult to arrange). 
------------- --- -- -----1- ---- --1- -- ---------- ----- -------·- ------------- --- - ------ --
17. Henry Koschitzky y'I JR I SF saw informally 2/89. 

~8 ~ --~:~~ -~:~~~~ ----✓ I -;;i~ :- -------------------------------------------.. --. ---
·------ ---- -- - ----- ----1-- -----1----- ------ ------ --------- - --------------------- ----

~9: __ ~obert_Loup _______ [_AH ___ _ [_AH_will_c•~l-4/~:: _______________________ __ ___ l~-i 



3/28/89 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

Assign 
Name I ment I Suggested contact between 3/30/89 and 6/14/89 

-----------------------1-- - ----1----------------------------------------------------
20. Morton L. Mandel AH I 
----------------------- -------,----------------------------------------------------
21. Matthew Maryles AJN I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - -

22. Florence Melton \J AH AH will try to see 4/89. 

AR 

24. Lester Pollack AR 

25. Charles Ratner SF SF saw 2/89 . Will call 4/89 . 

26. Harriet Rosenthal AR 

:~~--~~~~~~-~~~~-~~~~f 1.-:~~- -~-~~~-::~=~--~~~~-~~~-~:~:~=~---------------------
-yr 

28. Lionel Schipper AJN 

~~~::~~~~~~:~~~~~~~::1- :~~2: :~~::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~::::::~::::::::: 
30. Peggy Tishman y ~/AJN 

31. Bennett Yanowitz AJN 

I 
II. PRES, HIGHER ED I 

I 
32. Alfred Gotcschal~ Mlll/SFI SF called 2/89. Will see 4/89. 
-----------------------1- --- ---1------------------ ------------------- ---------------
33. Norman Lamm ......,, I MU1/AHI AH will see 4/3/89. 
-----------------------1-------1---------------------------------------- - -------- ---
34. Ismar Schorsch I MU1/AH I AH will see 4/3/89 . 
-----------------------1-------1-------------------------------------- --------------
35. Arthur Green V I JR I 
-----------------------1-------1-- --- ------- --- -------------------------------------

III. SCHOLAAS/EDUCATOR~f : 
V1 I 

36. Seym Martin Lipsetl SF I SF saw 2/89 . Will see 4/89. 
-- --------------- --- ---1-------1--- ------------- ----- -- ---------------------- --- --·· 

I I 



3/28/89 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

Assign 
Name I ment I Suggested contact between 3/30/89 and 6/14/89 

----------------- ------1------- 1--------------- --- ------ --- ------------ -------------
IV. JUDAIC SCHOLARS I I 

\ I I 
37. Isadore Twersky J I SF I SF saw 2/89. Will see 4/89. 
------------------ --- --1- ---- -- 1----------- -----------------------------------------

I I 
V. JEWISH EDUCATORS I I 

I I 
38. Jack Bieler I JR I 
-----------------------1-- --- --1------------------------------------- ---- -----------
19. David Dubin AR I 

------- --- --- -------- -------l-------------------------- -- ------ ------------ ------
40. Joshu a Elkin JR I 
----------------- --- -- - -------1--------------------------------- ---- ---------------

41. Irving Greenberg ~) uJI 

42. Caro l Ingall JR 

43. Sara Lee SF SF called 2/89. Will see 4/89. 

44. Alvin Schiff AJN 

VI. RABBIS 

45. Haskel Lookstein AJN AH saw 1/89. ( 9 
~~ ~ --~:~~~~ -;~~~~~~~: y~ -;;- ---
--~--~::~:~-~~~~~~----~ -;;----I------- ---------- ------------------------ ---- ------ -
---- -- -----------------1----- -- 1--- -- ------------------------ ---------------- -------

------- --- ----- --------~------------ -- --------------

I I 
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!'-18,-ch 28. 1989 

ro: Arthur J. Naparstek 

FROM: Joseph Reimer 

RE: romm1 SSl on Dutt each to Jt::,,Wl sh Educat. i onal Urgani zal:.i ons 

I hdve been as~ed tor ev1~1-, the prev1uus cummunications on 
the SLrbjeLt of Commiss1or1 outn}c:<Ch 1...o Jewish educalio11,,.d 
organ1 c:,ti ons and t. o pr-e1., "-<re fcir th~ t"li.,rcl, 30 meel1 ng ,.,f thfr 
planning group a list of urg<ini:.::at1u11s witl1 ~-JI.urn ,-ie nt:: ,d l.o be irr 
contact and recomn,endat i eir,s on the nalLtre of· the cont~< t. 

The 1 ist catr,d recomme11dotions are based on the fol lu1rnng 
assumptions. (1) r'rior1t1es for orga11izctl1onal cor,t"ic l need to 
be esl:.,blishc:-d. LduLat1on al urganizcd:ions v1l1ose.- memb~t = mo~L 
directly impact thP .:mticipi.,ted wad, of tile Comnliss1on need to 
receive higl,er pricwity. (2) Higher priority involves fc1ce Lo 
f c.-\Ce communication bet1rJeen rep1··esentc:1ti ves of ti 1<=: Cammi ssi un at,d 
Lhe organizations. L• WL'r priur1L:.y ITlc.<Y ir,vul ve only w, itler, 
communic.aU<.Jn. (3> Outreach through lctrger organi::at1onal 
networ~s that avQids establishiny seµ ate contact H1ll1 ~mdllet 
onJan1.:ations !nctkP.s for sr11oothi;:•r- cornrnL1nicatiun ant.! shoL1ld be 
µreferred . 

J 



1. 

J. Central Agencies for Jewish Education 

1. Bureau Directors Fellowship <BDF> 

Chairperson: Gene Greenzwe1g 

Recommendation: Given centrality of bureau directors to access to 
school~ in local commun1ties,we want to let them know about the 
work of the Commission and to g~1n their cooperation. (1) 
Ertabl1~h contact with Gene Greenzwe19. (2) Follow his lead for 
best way for Commi~sion representative to meet with bureau 
djrectors. (3) Ma~e av&ilable option of Commission 
representative addressing BDF at their Spring meeting in June. 
(I) Follo1-1-up initial contact with possibility of future mer,ting 
(especially with big city directors) and written communication to 
fdl directors. f 

11. Jewish Educator Organizations 

1. Conference of Jewish Educator Organizations (COJEO) 

Chairper$on: Dr. Hyman Campeas 

Recommendation: Given that COJEO is the umbrella organization of 
the five constitw~nt orga,-,1z'lt1ons of Jew1c;-h edL1cators . it 1s a 
centr~l address and an effective way to communicate with and gain 
the cooperation of Jewish educators. ( 1) E's abl ish contact 1•Jith ~ft 
Hy Campeas. (2) Ask him ~o set up a meeting that COJED would 
sponsor at which r~presentatives from ~he constituent 
organizations could meet with Commission representatives . (3) 
Follow-up initial meeting with written communication to Board 
members of each organizatjon. 

2. Coalition for the Advancement of Jewish Education <CAJE) 

Executive Director: Dr. Eliot Spack 

Recommendations: Given that CAJE most actively represents Lhe 
l~rgest number of grass roots Jewish educators, we want to use 
j ts formats to co,nmL1n1 cate to the field c:\t 1 arge We al so 1-,ant 
to gain the cooperalion of the CAJE leader~h1p . (1) Establish 
cont&ct 1-,ith El.Lot Spacl,. (2) Invite him to def1ne how 
Commission representatives could best communicate through CAJE to 
the membership. (3) Make avai.lable option of Commissin1, 
representatives attending and ~ddressing annual conference in 
August. (4) Follow-up initial ~ontact with possible future -
meeting of CAJE bo~rd with Commission representatives, and '5)J 
with written communlcc:\tjon with broMder membership. 

!I J 



2 . 

I I I. Denominational Educational Bodies 

1. Department of Education and Commission on Jewish 
Education, United Synagogue of America (Conservative) 

Director: Rabbi Robert Abramson 

2. The United Synayogue of America, Department of Youth 
Activities (USY/Kadima) 

Director~ Paul Friedman 

Recommendation: As central educational bodies of the 
Conservative Movement, these organizations need to receive high 
priority contact from Commission representatives. (1) We turn 
first to Ismar Schorsh, as a commissioner and leader of the 
Conservative Movement, to ask how to best establish contact with 
these, and possibly other , educational arms of the Conservative 
Movement. (2) At his suggestion and under his direction we set 
LIP a meet ing with the dir-ectars of these or-ganizc1tions. (3) We 
fellow-up initial meeting with possibility of future meetings 
WJth directors of orgdnizations and w1th written communication 
with members of their carnmisslon an education. 

3. Department of Education and Commission on Jewish 
Education, Union of American Hebrew Congre,:Jations (Reform). 

Director: Rabbi Howard Begot 

4. Union of Hebrew Congregations Youth Services Department 

Director: Rabbi Allan Smith 

Recommendation: That we follow for the Reform Movement Lhe same 
procedure as above, starling first by turning to Alfred 
Gott sc r, al k , etc • 

5. National Commission 011 Torah Educatior,, Yeshiva 
University (Orthodox). 

Director: Dr . Mordecai Schaidman 

6, Uni on of Ortl1odo>: Jewish Congregat1 ons 1 National 
Conference of Synagogue Youth (NCSY) 

Director: Rafi Butler 

Recommendation: Thal we follow for the Orthodox Movement the same 
procedure as above, starting first with Norman Lamm. etc. 



3 . 

7. Commission on Jewish Education of Reconstructionist 
Congregations and havurot and the Reconstructionist Rabbinical 
Assoc i ~-t 1 on . 

Dlrector: Rabbi Jeffrey Schein 

Recommendation: That we follow for the Reconstructicnist Movement 
the same procedure as above~ starting first with Arthur Green, 
etc. 

8. Torah Umesorah, National Society for Hebrew Day Schools 
co,~thodo:-: >. 

Director: Rabbi Joshua Fishman 

Recommendation: Given the prominence of Torah Umesorah nationally 
in the day school movement an yet their being religiously to the 
right of Centrist Orthodoxy~ this organization poses a special 
case for the Comm1ssion. Two options are possible. (1\ To 
attempt to e~tablish direct contact with the director to 
r ommunicate the role of the Commission. (2) To limit contact to 
1tffitten commLmication. 

IV. Academic Institutions 

1. Association of Institutions of Higher Learning for 
Jewish Education. 

Chairperson: Dr. Alvin Mars 

Recommendation: Given possible centrality of these institutions 
for- training personnel in Jewish education ~ we need to be in 
contact. (1) Contact Alvin Mars to set up best format for 
meeting between Commission representative and members of the 
organization. (2) Follow-up initial ~eeting with written 
c:ommur,i cation with each di rector of the member l nsti tuti ans. 

2. Association for Jewish Studies 

President: Professor Robert Chazan 

Recommendation: As this group"s mission - teaching Judaica and 
training scholars in Juda1ca - is less central to Commission's 
work~ contact is a lesser priority. (11 Contact Robert Chazan to 
see which forms of written communication would be most 
appropriate for which of the membership. 

V. Non-denominational informal education v..v-j 

1. B" nai B" ri th ( Hi 11 el Foundat.i <J/ 
2. Ha dassah Youth Commission 
3. B'nai B'rith Youth Organization (BBYO> 
4. American Zionist Youth Foundation CAZYF) 
5. Association of Je~iish Sponsored Camps ---, 



4 . 

Recommend ~1t ion: A5 these orqa,, 1 z at i or.s at e nol as yet sc-en as 
central to Comm1ssJon•s work, contact be held on a lower leverl 
of priority. (1) In consultation i~ith JWB, contact d1rertors of 
organizations to s~e what forms of written communication would be 
appropr1ate for which of their professional and lay leadership. 
(2) Follow-up meetings betwePn Comm1ss1on and organizational 
repr0sent~tives could be set up if mutual need were to arise. 
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MEETING MARCH 28 , 1989 AT MAYFLOWER HOTEL 

ARTHUR NAPARSTEK, SE~MOUR FOX, ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN 

New York 

Art presented his response to the paper of March 25th on the ii. 
He raised a few questions : 

1. The relationship between the ii and central _organizations 
such as JESNA and JWB, or CJF could be problematic. They could 
see the ii as taking over some of their functions. That should 
probably not be the case. 

2. The key to 
power of money. 
implementation if 
leverage. 

success resides among other in the leveraging 
The ii will only be able to bring about 
it has a pool of funds from which to activate 

Art related his conversation with Swirdoff -- previously a vice
president at the Ford Foundation, but mainly a central figure in 
the movement for community development (in particular the MDRC-
Manpower Development RC and LISC) throughout the country . Art 
suggested that we meet with Swirdoff and the people he suggested: 
Dick Nathan from Princeton ( formerly 0MB), Eli Ginsburg, Bill 
Gunther, Peter Szanton at the Rand Corporation, Joel 
Fleischman at Duke University, and Bill Bresnoff, today Deputy 
Mayor of New York -- both in the view of Swirdof f possible 
directors for the ii. 

A very useful conversation ensued on the various functions, roles 
and relationships of the ii. In particular, the relationship 
between the ii and local mechanisms fo r implementation -
clarifying the fact that the ii is not an implementor, but rather 
a facilitator, force-manager, of implementation. 

The flip-side of this concern, is the concern with macro issues 
and primarily the concern raised by s. F. that if the 11 is so 
invo,lved with local developments -- what could happen to macro 
issues, such as the development of the profession? In fact, in 
our current design, there seems to be no strong enough locus for 
this kind of very much needed development. 

In sum, the discussion revolved around 2 major issues: the place 
and role assigned to central organizations, such as JESNA and JWB 
and CJF, with particular emphasis on MLM ' s point of view 
expressed today in his meeting with SF -- that the ii should see 
as its major, or a major assignment, to build those central 
organizations. The people present did agree with seeing this as a 
major thrust of the effort. They all agree that a by-product of 
the ii might be the rebuilding of these organizations. (but etc, ~ 
etc ••• ) 

v\~ 
1 



The second topic is that of those issues that can only be dealt 
with in a centralized fashion, and that are at great risk of 
being lost in the individual demonstration centers. It was agreed 
that these issues, e.g . building the profession, will have to be 
given conscious direction and effort in some structured form by 
the ii. 

AJN prepared a preliminary job description following his reading 
of our paper. This is to be discussed and reviewed . We seem to 
agree now on the scope of the job and the need to take a very 
strong individual to be at its head . 

2 
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MEETING MARCH 28 , 1989 AT MAYFLOWER HOTEL 

ARTHUR NAPARSTEK, SEYMOUR FOX, ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN 

New York 

Art presented his response to the paper of March 25th on the ii. 
He raised a few questions: 

1. The relationship between the ii and central _organizations 
such as JESNA and JWB, or CJF could be problematic. They could 
see the ii as taking over some of their functions. That should 
probably not be the case. 

2. The key to 
power of money . 
implementation if 
leverage. 

success resides among other in the leveraging 
The ii will only be able to bring about 
it has a pool of funds from which to activate 

Art related his conversation with Swirdoff -- previously a vice
president at the Ford Foundation, but mainly a central figure in 
the movement for community development ( i n particular the MDRC-
Manpower Development RC and LISC) throughout the country. Art 
suggested that we meet with Swirdoff and the people he suggested: 
Dick Nathan from Princeton (formerly 0MB), Eli Ginsburg, Bill 
Gunther, Peter Szanton at the Rand Corporation, Joel 
Fleischman at Duke University, and Bill Bresnoff, today Deputy 
Mayor of New York -- both in the view o f Swirdoff possible 
directors for the ii . 

A very useful conversation ensued on the various functions, roles 
and relationships of the 1.1. In particular, the relationship 
between the ii and local mechanisms for implementation -
clarifying the fact that the ii is not an implementor , but rather 
a facilitator, force-manager, of implementation . 

The flip- side of this concern, is the concern with macro issues 
and primarily the concern raised by s . F. that if the 1.1. is so 
involved with local developments -- what could happen to macro 
issues, such as the development of the profession? In fact, in 
our current design, there seems to be no strong enough locus for 
this kind of very much needed development. 

In sum, the discussion revolved around 2 major issues: the place 
and role assigned to central organizations, such as JESNA and JWB 
and CJF, with particular emphasis on MLM' s point of view 
expressed today in his meeting with SF - - that the ii should see 
as its major, or a major assignment, to build those central 
organizations. The people present did agree with seeing this as a 
major thrust of the effort. They all agr,ee that a by-product of 
the ii might be the rebuilding of these organizations. (but etc, (\_ 
etc ... ) 

v\'X 
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The second topic is that of those issues that can only be dealt 
with in a centralized fashion, and that are at great risk of 
being lost in the individual demonstration centers. It was agreed 
that these issues, e . g. building the profession, will have to be 
given conscious direction and effort in some structured form by 
the ii. 

AJN prepared a preliminary job description following his reading 
of our paper. This is to be d i scussed and reviewed . We seem to 
agree now on the scope of the job and the need to take a very 
strong individual to be at its head. 

2 
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A Mecbanism for lnftiatives in Jewish education 

S . rox & A. Hochstein 

I . BACJ:GRO!TND 

Bec~~n nug~st and ~ecem~er !v~a. the Commission on· jew:sh 
~.::iu:::.3;.1on 1n tfor-:t. .-'>me:-i=a engaged in a dec1sicr.-m3~~1ng prcc<?s::. 
aimed at idenciry1ng :hose areas ~here intervention could 
significantly a~rect che. impact or'" J ewish edu=ac1on in riorc-h 
America. 

A wide variety of pocsible options were consid~red. The 
Commission opted for focusing its work ini~ia!Iy on cwo topics: 

l . Dealing with the shortage of qualified personnel for 
Jewish education; and 

2. Dealing with ~he community 
leadership and funding, as keys 
improvements in Jewish education. 

its structures, 
to across-the-board 

At the same time, many commissioners urged that work also be 
undertaken in various programmatic areas (e.g. early childhood, 
informal education, programs tor- college studen~s. day schools, 
supplementary schools J • • 

II. TB£ CHALL£"NG£ 

The ~ide consensus among commissioners on the importance of 
dealing with personnel and t he community did not alleviate che 
concern expressed by some as to whether- ways can be found to 
significantly improve the situation in these two areas . Indeed, 
a number or commissioners suggested that ag:-eement that these 
areas were in ~eed or improvement has existed ror a long ~ime 
among educators and community leaders. :deas have been 
suggested; articles have been writce_n; conrercn::es ha .. e teen 
held; some programs ha'le been tried. !et s1gn1ticant improvement 
has not come about. .:5c me ::!aim that we 5'.:'er. c o !:n:.·.1 ·~·!He :he 
problems are, but nave noc yet devise~ a wortable strategy for 
adjress1ng them errect1vely 1n the ~ield. 

--
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The challenge no w facing the Commissio n is to devel op creative , 
effective and feasibl e approaches f or dealing with the topics at 
hand (pers onnel the community - a nd later programmat i c options I 
and to launch ' the process that will bring across- the- board 
improvement and change . 

II I . SOM£ UND£~LYING ASSU~PTlON 

J. To respond to the above challenge it is neces~a,y to 
demonstrate that the per ~onnel and community options can indeed 
be acted uoon in the comprehensive ma:-iner that they ,;,,er-= 
formula t ed. ·For personnel this involves recruitment, training, 
retention and pr ofession- building . . For the community this 
i nvolves recruiting outstanding l eadership, changing the climate 
and generating significant additional runding. 

2. It is difficult to meet this c hallenge o n the national 
because i t is too complex and too vast . 

leve l 

3 . On 
could 

the other hand there is good cause to believe 
be u ndertake n on the Joca! !eve[ , (or the 

that it 
t'"oJlowin g 

reasons : 

a . much of education takes place o nly o n the l oca l l eve l 

b . the scope o f a local undertaking t hat ~ou ld be comprehensive 
coul d be manageable. !here is surricienc·energy and ther e are 
enough people to u ndertake such a proJect. 

c . The results of a local undertaking would be tang ib l e and 
visible and could generate interest and rea~tions that migh t Jead 
to a national debate on the important issues of Jewish education. 

d. a local project could be managed in a hands-on manner . 
Therefore it could be cons tantly improved and fine-tune d. 

e. there are ideas and programs ( best practice/ that if brouoht 
t ~ge~h~r, i ntegrated and implemented in cne site could h:ve 
~1gn1f1c~nt!Y _greater impact than they have todav ~hen 
1mp~emen~at1on 1s fragmented. The whole is greater than thQ sum 
of 1 cs parts. -

. . ·,;:s1onj 
e>:per i men ted 

of Jewish 
with in a 

education could be 
limited and manageable 

translated 
way. 

a:,d 

g. 
ror 

~a~ionaJ 1nstitu~ions and c~gan:zations could be mobilr =ed 
such experimental programs. They would view this as an 

i 
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opportunity to test and develop new conceptions for JeYish 
education : 

h. people could be recruited and mobilized for t~ngible local 
demonst rations . the pool could be expanded to i nclude in 
addition to the current cadre ot outstanding educators : 

1. Rabbis 
2. Scholars of Judaica C1wercky, etc/ 
J . federation executives 
4. Jewish scholars 1n the humanities and 

Schon, Lipsett, Ginzburg, etc .. . I 
sciences ~· 

4. Local sites could be n~tworked r or greater impact . 

CSchefler, 

S. ~orking on the local scene could take advantage or working 
both from the "bottom-up" and rrom the -cop-down". 

IV. BRINGING ABOUT CHANGE 

A. From Op~ions to Community Acti on Sites 

The theoretical basis for undertaking the personnel and community 
options has been debated by commissioners, staff and outside 
experts . Though the deliberation will continue throughout, the 
Commission decided the time has come to deal with the translation 
of these options into programs and proJectp: 

A number of assumptions have guided our work as we have begun to 
consider implementation: 

1 . The community and personnel options are i nterrelated and a 
joint strategy involving both must be devised . Indeed, dedicated 
and qualified personnel is likely to a~fect the attitude of 
community leaders towards education . Similarly, if the community 
ranks education high on its list ot priorities, more outstanding 
personnel is likely to be attracted to the r'.eid. 

2 . Dea ling effectively with the personnel issue will probably 
require a comprehensive approach: recruitment, training, 
protession-build1ng and retention will al! have to be dealt w:th 
simultaneously. 

3. I n addition co the complex pactage o~ 1nit1atives ~nd 
i ncerventi ons required by \ l I and 1 2 , above, the i ssue of" :he 
: ime ne=s-ss<1ry to 1ncrod u=e change Will have to be address-:::!. 
This wi!J require dec1d1ng on an appropriate balance between 

3 
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short, medium and long-term r esults . 
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4 . All key stakeholders wil l need to be appropriately i n volved 
from the very beginning o f this process. ihis includes 
commissioners , national organiz a t ions and inst i t utions, local 
organizations and institut i ons, pro ressiona!s ( local and 
national >, and funding sources. 

5. Significant questions concerning innovation and 
implementation o~ the two enabling options and of the 
programmatic options when they will be addressed - can only be 
resolved in reQJ-lire sicuations, through the dynami=s of 
~h inting for 1mp!efuentati o n, and 1n the actual 3CC of 
implementing. 

4 
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6. For all these reasons , we s uggest that the Co1111Dission 
work with communities that wish to become Community Action 
Sites where we can deal with the community and personnel 
options. 

7. By Commun ity Action Site we mean a site Ca community, a 
network o f institutions, one maJor inst1tution, etc. J where some 
of the best ideas and programs in Jewish education would be 
initiated in as comprehens ive a rorm as possible. It would b~ a 
site where the ideas and programs that have succeeded, as well as 
new ideas and experimental pro grams, would be..under~aken . ~or~ 
at this site will be guided by a vision o r ~hat Jewish education 
at its best can be. 

9 . The assumption implicit in the suggestion of a Community 
Action Site is that other communities would be able to see ~ha t a 
successfu l approach to the community a nd personnel o ptions could 
be like , and would be inspir ed to apply the lessons learned to 
their programs, in their own communities . 

B. From Community Ac t ion Sites to a 
Initiatives in Jewish Education 

Mec hanism ~or 

I. As Community Action Sites were being consid ered , a number 
of questions and issues related to their implementation arose : 

2 . Implicit in the notions of change, innovation, new 
initiatives, demonstration, is the assumption that one knows what 
should and can be changed and demonstrated. However, at this time 
some of what should and can be changed, i nnovated, demonstrateg 
in Jewish education needs to be developed or created . 

3. Programs for implementation are seldom successful when they 
are "top-down " programs. Communities must play a major role in 
the initiation of the idea, they must be f~ll partners in the 
design of programs and in their implementati~n. 

L . tlumerous questions need to be addr essed in considering the 
Communitf Action Sites approach: Uho will undertake the strategic 
thinking·? ~ho will plan and ensure that the standards and goals 
of the Commission are maintained? 1-lho will actively accompany 
the ideas through their stages of development and implementation? 
Uho will deal with the unresolved issues as they ar!se 1 n 
1mplemontation? ~ho ~ill see that ~hings wcrk, and that they 
:an be repli:ated: ~ho will c0ns1d~r issues er :hange and 
repl1caci~n of change t hroughout the universe or J ewish 
education? 

5 
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5. A strong case exists (or initiating change through Community 
Action Sites. However, as the above issues were being 
considered by the sta~f -- in extensive consultation with experts 
-- it became clear t hat a means, a mechanism, is needed to deal 
with Community Ac~ion Site s. A way to mediat e between ideas and 
implementation needs to be devised. 

6 . The possible role o f this mechanism can be i!luscrated by way 
of an analogy borrowed rrom industry : the mechanism will be 
analogous to the unit that designs, devel o ps and builds the 
prototype of a new product, improving upon i t until that product 
works. ~hen problems and issues arise durinf the process o f 
const~ucting the pro totype, they are dealt with and resolved in 
the unit . Lessons learned trom implementation are absorbed and 
used to change, adapt a~d modi ry the produce; the product i s 
adapted to specific loca~ needs, etc. 

7 lt is therefore suggest ed t hat a mechanism for 
implementation be created to be cal led ( for lack of a better name 
at this time> the mechanism for ~Initiatives in Jewish Education" 
C IJE J. 

IV. THE MECHANISM FOR INITIATIVES IN JNISB EOUCATION (!JE) 

A. The Mission 

1. The 1JE will be a free-standing mechanizm tor the initiation 
and promotion of change and innovation in Jewish education . As 
such, it should be a center guided by vision, together with 
rigorous work and creative thinking. If• successful, it Will be a 
source 0£ ideas, characterized by an acnosphere o< Ferment 
search and creativity. lt will be the driving rorce ~or systemi~ 
change . 

2. The IJ£ Will design and revise development strategies 
generally in concert with o ther persons and institutions . Jt 
will be a full -time catalyst for developmect erforts for Jewish 
educatio n. 

3. The !JE will undertake the assignment of creating Community 
Action Sites. These Community Action Sites wi!l dear minimally 
with the two enabling options - where personnel will include: 
recruitment, training. p r ofess ion bu ild i ng and retention, and 
c~mmu~ity will in:lude: brjnging sc~ong leade~~hip into Jewi~h 
edu:ation, :hang1np the cf1mace and renerat1ng additional fundinP 
for educat i on. lbrough personnel and ~he :om~unity, it will als; 
~e dealing with prc~rammatic 
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options, 
childhood 
etc. 

e.g. as it recruits and trains personnel for early 
programs, tor the day schools, for informal programs, 

4. i"he goal of the Community Action Site is to bring about 
major change in the quality o f J ewish education in that Site, 
through a successful approach to the options of personnel and the 
c ommunity . The importance o f a site res ides both in the 
pos~ibility to et:ect and demonstrate ch~nge there, and in be i ng 
the basi~ for inspiring c hange elsewhere. 

5. i"he Co mmunity Action"S·ite will be a J o int endeavour o f an 
interested l ocal community and the IJt. The IJt will assist, if 
needed, in setting up the local mechanism C local IJE > that will 
undertake respo nsibi lity ror the Community Action Site. t ach Site 
will have its local mechanism . Together, the local mechanisms 
will network for the promotion or change and the dit.fusion of 
innovation. The IJE will act as ~acilitator to create a network 
of such local mechanisms. 

6. Conditions are bound to change as as result of the work of 
the IJt. As work proceeds existing institutions may want to 
respond to emerging needs. The IJt may cause new institutions to 
be established - when no viable alternative exists. 

7. In addition to this initial focus on Community Acti on 
Sites, the IJt will assist r unders, as appropriate, in moving 
ahead with programmatic options in which they have an interest by 
acting as a consultant and professiona l resource. 'fhe ! J E will 
be a centra l address ror rund1ng sources and .far institutions who 
wish to work cooperatively with the IJE in their own development 
efforts. It may also help local IJE's rind funding for their 
initiatives. 

8. Much o f the definition of the IJE will evolve during the 
actual process of implemen t ation. 

B. The IJE At Work 

The following is one p o ss i ble scenari o of the IJE at work: 

l. Staff and Governance 

a. The IJe wil J ba: a r ree scand i n f mechanism. l t 1.J i!I h a ve a 
s;:;aff c o perr o r m mu l':: i p l e r u nct1ons and· wi ll be go verned by a 
"Eloa r d o f r rusc1:e~ \ see Appendix l >. 

-, 



b. There Will be~ director, responsible tor all of the work or 
the IJE. He/ she w~Il be an _ou~standing, high-level professional, 
commit~ed to J ew1sh conti~u1ty, knowledgeable or the Jewish 
community of North America. He / she may be an educator, a manager 
or both ( to be determined. J ' 

c . In addition 
professionals wiJI 
determined J . 

to the director, a team of outstanding 
starr the IJt <size a nd composition to be 

d. Governance ot the I J! will be in the hands of 
composed of lay leaders, scholars and proressionals, 
experience , knowledge and tinancial strength. 

a board 
blending 

e. The authority of the JJE" !Jill derive from the ideas tha.t 
guide it and the prestige, status and effectiveness of its Board 
and stafr. 

2. Funct ions 

a . In order to meet the complex tasks involved, the IJE will 
undertake various functions . They !Jill be l inked organically and 
will complement each o ther . They may include: · 

i. research, data collection, planning and policy analysis ; 
ii. community interface Cfor demonstration sites); 

iii. runding facilitation; 
iv. monitoring, evaluation and feedback; 
v. diffusion of i nnovations . 

b. The work of the IJ! will be guided on an ongoing basi s by the 
vision, the educat iona l content and the philos ophy contained in 
the final report of the Commission. To insure t he above ongoing 
inouts wil l be r eceived rrom the staff of the IJ!, c onsultants 
throughout the world, institutions, sc~olars and ~ommunity 
leaders . A ~rofess ional Advisory ~card will be e stablished to 
stimulate this activi ty . 

c. Some of the content and rationale ror !terns i - v above include: 

i . research, da ta collection, planning and policy ana lysis 

this may be viewed as the research and planning arm 0t :h~ 
IJE . l t will 1m~rove and max1~ i2e the knowledge-ba~e upon which 
decisions tor Jewish education are made The work may be 
commissioned, done in-house or others may be e ncouraged to d o 
various pares. The necessary data bases will be cre ated here; 
major issues will be studied, key questions will be resear c hed 
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ce: g. creat~ i nventories of Jewi s h educat iona l 
undertake needs analyses; set norms and s tandar ds ~or 
assess the quali ty of existing training; analyze 
structures in relationship to Jewish educat ion, etc. J. 

r esources; 
training; 
community 

A To provide the analysis needed ror informed dec i si ons . ( E. g. 
~hat are relevant criteria tor the selection of Community Action 
Sites? ~hat i s the nature of the problem/sin that site? ~ha t 
are the political and instituciona l g ivens relevant t o c hange in 
the Community Action Site? Vho p re the stakeholders and how can 
they be involved? ~hat are the financial and financing 
poss i bi 1 it i es? J 

• To provide the knowledge and planning support needed and 
wanted by the Community Action Sites; to work with t he local IJE 
in the Community Action Sites and provide expertise that may be 
needed; to help ensure the !eve! and quality of the work 
i n tended . 

" To be the arm of the IJE for planning and strategic 
It is here t hat development plans will be designed an9 
wil l be defined and revised o n an ongoing basis. This 
extensi vely involve other persons and institutions. 

Sites) 

thinking . 
strategies 
work wi 11 

ii. commun ity i nterface (for Commun ity Action 
" The IJE will work extensively with the 
Community Action Sites are located. I t will 
local mechan isms that ~jll be established. 

communities where 
do so by means of 

The communi t y interface funct ion may deal wi,th : 

~ Initiation of negotiat i ons with relevant stakeholders a n d 
community leaders about undertaking the process or becoming 
Commun i t y Action Sites, 

~ Help the local commun ity establish a mechanism for its 
Community Action Sites and assist in recr uiting staff fo r such 
mechanisms . 

~ Ongoing facilitation during implementati on - a s neede d (e.g. 
assistance in negoti ations with national training institutions, 
uni versities , organ1::ati o ns, etc. J . The I J E staf'f will be pro
a~tive in its support of the local management o f t he Community 
Action Sites . ~elevant IJE start will maintain ongoing contact 
with the local team . 

iii. funding facilitation 

This funct ion ma y include the following: 

~ To undertake as appropriate, brokering between various 
possible s ources of funding <foundations, nati onal organi zations, 
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local sources of fund s, federations, individuals } and 
Community Action Sites . 

Che 

~ To be a cencral address both for r~nding sources and for 
relevant institutions who wi i l seek guidanc e in accompl1sh1ng 
their obJectives. 

To seek co !int high pr iority pieces of work wi th various 
. ~unders and competent implementors. 

, To assist funders in moving ahead with programmatic options in 
which they nave an jnterest , acti n g as a consultant, and 
providing professional assistance as ~ppropriate . ' 

iv . mon i iori ng, e valuat i on and feedback 

The purpose of this function is threefold: 

K To monitor activity of each Community Action Site. 

~ To eva l uate - in what ever form or forms deemed mos t relevant -
the progress of Community ~ction Sites . 

K To create and activate feedback loops to 
results with a process of re-thinking, 
implementation . 

connec t practica l 
re-planning and 

v . · d t ffusion o f i-nnova t i on 

The · goat of the Commission on Jewish Education in North America 
is to bring about across- the- board systenic change in J ewish 
educ ation, by initially dealing with t he areas of personnel and 
t he community. The IJE will deal with the complex issue of the 
diffusion of innovation from one or mor e Community Acti on Sites 
to many or al! communit ies. Strategies will be devised to 
maximize change throughout the community. 

3 . Organization of Functions 

the 
by 
be 
as 

ln or der for each of the above five runctions to be given 
attention needed, and that none be overwt el~ed or overtaken 
pressing needs of other runctions , they should probably 
Et, uctured as distinct units. The sta~r o~ any one may be 
~ma1 1 as a part-time person or as large as a ruI! ceam 
needed - h~we ver each function should have autonomous importani! 
and authority . 
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4. How will the:LlE begin its work,t 

a. Once the not:on or an IJE is adopted ~Y the Comm tG3 i on, 
~~mprehensive plan ~ill be developed to faunch the IJE. At 
appr ~priate time ~ ~oard will be c an>~i tuted and a director 

a 
the 

\.I I ! l 
bE hired. 


